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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The SoftPlotter, a soft photogrammetric software and Silicon Graphics workstation, was used 

to evaluate the accuracy of soft photogrammetry and identify applications of this technology to 

highway engineering. 

A comparative study showed that SoftPlotter compares well with other software such as Socket 

and Integraph. The PC software TNT mips is inexpensive but needs further development to be 

comparable to SoftPlotter. 

The Campus Project showed that soft photogrammetry is accurate for traditional 

photogrammetric applications. It is also accurate for producing orthophoto and base maps for 

Geographic Information Systems (GISs). 

The Highway Project showed that soft photogrammetry is accurate for highway engineering 

and that the technical staff at the Iowa Department of Transportation (IA DOT) can be easily trained 
' 

in this new technology. 

The research demonstrated that soft photogrammetry can be used with low-flight helicopter 

photography for large-scale mapping in highway engineering. The researchers recommend that 

research be conducted to test the use of digital cameras instead of the traditional aerial cameras in 

helicopter photography. 

Research that examines the use of soft photogrammetry with video logging imagery for 

inventory and GIS studies in highway maintenance is also recommended. 

Research is also warranted into the integration of soft photogrammetry with virtual reality, 

which can be used in three-dimensional designing and visualization of highways and subdivisions in 

real time. 

The IA DOT owns one analytical plotter and two analogue plotters. The analytical plotter is 

used for aerial triangulation, and the analogue plotters are used for plotting. However, neither is 

capable of producing orthophotos. Therefore, the researchers recommend that the IA DOT purchase 

soft photograrnmetric workstations for orthophoto production, and if and when required, use it for 

aerial triangulation and plotting. In the future, the analogue plotters may become obsolete. At that 

time, the researchers recommend that the analogue plotters be phased out and replaced by soft 

photogrammetric workstations. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

A highway engineering project involves planning, preliminary survey, design, location survey, 

construction, and maintenance. Topographic (topo) maps, aerial and satellite photography are used 

to plan the project. Plan, profile, cross-section, and large-scale topo maps produced by the 

preliminary survey are used in the design work. Its maintenance requires an "as -built" survey and 

field inspection. 

Topographic maps and cross sections for highway applications are now produced by 

photograrnmetry. Highways are designed on plan, profile, and cross-section maps, and the as-built 

survey is done by field inspection, using this design map. For highway engineering, photograrnrnetry 

uses large-scale photographs (1 inch = 250 ft to l ,inch = 500 ft) to produce l inch = 50 ft and l 

inch = 100 ft topo maps showing 2 ft to 5 ft contours and cross sections. Photographs are obtained 

by precise metric aerial cameras. These photos are used in analogue and analytical stereoplotters to 

produce topographic maps and cross sections. 

With the advent of computer and electronic technology, conventional photography can be 

replaced by video imaging technology. In this technology, the film is replaced by equally spaced 

detectors on the film plane. Each detector produces a response signal, k.i1own as a radiometric value, 

that is proportional to the light received from the corresponding element of the object being 

photographed. When projected on the TV or computer screen, this signal produces the image of the 

object. Unfortunately, due to the lack of geometric properties, many of these video images cannot be 

used in photograrnmety. However, the film from aerial cameras can be scanned electronically to 

produce the radiometric valnes at equal intervals. Each interval is known as the pixel size. The 

quality of the scanners and the video depend on the accurate positioning of the detectors on the 

image plane and the accuracy of response of the detector. The position of the pixel and analytical 

photogramrnetric principles can be used to determine the space location of the object. The feature 

classification of the object can be obtained by using the radiometric values and the remote sensing 

principles. The technology, which uses the position and radiometric values of the pixel to determine 

the spatial location of an object and identify it, is known as "soft photograrnmetry." Theoretically, 
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soft photograrnmetry can be used to produce topo maps, cross section, and/or digital elevation models 

(DEM) automatically iu digital or soft copy. These soft copies can then be used as the base maps in 

Geographic Information System (GIS) and Computer Aided Design (CAD). Surveyors, planners, and 

design engineers can add .attribute data on the GIS base map for project management. Engineers can 

use the CAD base maps for designing a highway. The CAD files created by soft photogrammetry 

contain three-dimensional (3-D) information. Soft photogrammetry also produces 3-D stereo images 

on the computer screen. Design engineers, planners, and the general public can use soft 

photogrammety to view, in 3-D, the effect and the accuracy of the design on the computer screen 

before tbe highway is constructed. 

Video logging is currently used in highway maintenance. Soft photogrammetry can use 

these videologging images to produce an as-built survey map and to identify and locate areas having 

maintenance problems. The as-built survey map can also be used to check the accuracy of 

construction, note vandalism, and collect inventory data. Location and identification of problem 

areas are invaluable for managing and maintaining a safe highway. 

During the last 30 years, soft photogrammety (U.V. Helava, 66, Pert! Alfred 1986) has 

replaced ru1alogue and analytical photogran1.1ueu-y. Autometric, Leica, Intergraph, a.1d Zeiss have 

developed software for snch workstations as Silicon Graphics, Sun, and Integraph, which have fast 

processors (200 Hz) and large storage capabilities. This software can be used for the usual 

photogrammetric applications snch as aerial triangulation, orthophoto, stereoplotting, and DEM. 

Further, this software can be used for producing the digital base maps used in GIS, CAD, and remote 

sensing. Unlike in analytical photogrammetry, the software and hardware in soft photograrnmetry 

can be used with simple modification in terrestrial photograrnmetric work (video logging in 

highways), and close range photogrammety (in medicine). 

The objectives of this study are to: 

(1) study the SoftPlotter software developed by Vision International and compare it with 

other software such as Socket, Integraph, and TN1Mips. 
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(2) check the accuracy of soft photogramrnetry for aerial triangulation, stereoplotting, DEM, 

contours and base maps for GIS, based on the Campus Project. 

(3) check the accuracy of soft photogrammetry for highway application and describe the 

problems of technology transfer based on the Highway 218 Project. 

( 4) describe special applications of soft photogramrnetry for highway engineering using 

video logging imagery, helicopter photographs, and virtual reality. 

(5) give the conclusion and make recommendations 

The Campus Project shows that soft photogramrnetry works well for aerial triangulation, 

stereoplotting, contouring, and creating base maps for GIS. On the basis of the Highway 218 Project, 

the researchers concluded that soft photogrammetry produces accurate results in highway 

engineering applications. Additionally, personnel can be easily trained in this new technology. The 

Helicopter Project demonstrates that soft photogrammmetry can be adopted for large-scale mapping 

using low-flying helicopter photographs. The use of soft photogrammetry with video logging 

imagery and virtual reality is also promising. The researchers recommend that further research be 

conducted to investigate the use of soft photogrammetry with video logging for highway inventory. 

The resea.rchers also recommend that research be done in integrating soft photograrnrnetry and 

virtual reality. 
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CHAPTER 2. SOFT PHOTOGRAMMETRY AND RELATED SOFTWARE 

Image (XI, Y,) 

' ' pix<il < f 

•'"" ... (11('111 

e"e~i 

film or 
detector 

t 1' y "'fXg, Yg, Zg) 

L:::::::_,- ~ 
Figure (2.1) 

Process of Photography 

Photogrammetry is the art and science of making 

measurements on photographs. A photograph is the image of 

objects formed by light reflected by the objects and transmitted 

through the lens on silver halide emulsion film. The halide 

emulsion consists of 20-~tm particles that react to the photon 

energy of the light and precipitate silver halide, depending on 

the amount of this energy. The "texture" and tone" of the 

image is used to identify the object. The location of the object (Xg, Y g, Zg) in a ground coordinate 

system (X, Y, Z) is determined from: 

x =-f a,,(xg-X,)+a12 (yg-y0)+a13 (zg-z0) 

' a3Jxg -x0)+a32 (y" -y0)+a33 (z" -z0) 
(I) 

y = _ f a,, (xg -X,)+ il22CYg - Yo)+ G23(Zg Zo) 

' a3,(xg-xo)+a32(Yg-Yo)+a33(zg -zo) 
(2) 

where (x; Yi j) are the image coordinates in the photo coordinate system (x, y, z). (Xo, Yo, Z o) are the 
' ' 

nodal point coordinates in the ground coordinate system. "!' is the principal distance, which is the 

perpendicular distance from the nodal point to the film plane. The parameters (a11, ... a33) are the 

elements of the rotation matrix that rotates the photo coordinate system parallel to the ground coordinate 

system and are given by 

["' 
a,2 a,,] [ '"' 

-sinK '1 '"'' 0 ·'··r 0 0 l 
a" a22 a,, = smK COSK 0 0 1 0 0 cosm - sin m 

a" a" a,,u 0 0 JU -sin¢ 0 cos¢U 0 +sin m cosm U 
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where co is the primary rotation about the x axis, cf> is the secondary rotation about they axis, and K is the 

tertiary rotation about the z axis. See Figure 2.1. 

Photogrammetry determines the ground coordinates of any point in the image. The first step is to 

determine the photo coordinates of the image point. This is detennined by calibrating the camera. The 

calibration of the camera detennines the principal distance, 

location of the principal point, and the lens distortion at any point. The primary and secondary axis are 

Geometry of Camera syste111 

Figure (2.2) 

iducial 

"""" 

defined by fiducial marks in the film plane. When the 

coordinates of the fiducial marks in the x, y system are known, 

the photo coordinates are determined by measuring the film 

coordinates or pixel coordinates of the image points and the 

fiducial marks. See Figure 2.2. In analogue photogrammetry, 

the photo coordinates are determined manually by orienting the 

fiducial marks on the film with that of the projector. In analytical photogrammetry, the film coordinates 

are measured by a stereo comparator. A stereo comparator is a special, optical mechanical instrument 

that measures x, y coordinates to± 1 micron. However, in soft photogrammetry the pixel coordinates are 

measured on the computer screen by placing the cursor on the image point. The selected image area can 

be displayed by zooming in and out, and the cursor can be placed on the image point. The film is 

scanned by a scanner consisting of electronic detectors that record the signal strength of the light 

transmitted through an area of the film corresponding to the area of the detector known as pixel size. A 

scanner consists of an array of detectors. There are drum and flatbed scanners. Jn the flatbed, the 

detector moves in both x and y directions, while in the drum scanner, the drum rotates the film and the 

detector moves along the axis of the drum. See Figure 2.3. Though faster, the drum scanner is generally 

less accurate than the flatbed. The accuracy of the pixel coordinate depends on the display resolution and 

on the size of the pixel and cursor. 
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Flat bed Scanner 
See Figure 2.4. Using conventional photography, the comparator 

will give the most accurate photo coordinates. However, soft 

__ detector 

photogrammetry is most suitable to process digital or video camera 

lo light source imagery. 

Figure (2. 3) The second step is to determine the exterior orientation parameters 

Window Display 
Xo Yo Zo K, Q, and co. This is done by selecting or pre-marking , , ' 

at least three points that can be identified on the photo, then 

determining their ground coordinates by ground survey method, 

L __ and finally measuring their photo coordinates. In both soft and 

analytical photogrammetry, the parameters are determined using 

Figure (2.4) 
Equation I and 2 and the method of least squares. However in 

analogue photogrammetry a stereo plotter is used. From Equation 1 and 2, it is obvious that knowing the 

exterior orientation parameters and the photo coordinates, to determine the ground coordinate three 

Exterior Orientation of a Stereo Pair 
equations are needed instead of two equations (1 and 2). 

XI, YI XI', YI' 

Therefore a stereo pair of imagety is used where photo 

coordinates (Xi, Yi) and (x'i, y'i) from the two photos of the 
K, $,@) K, $, (0) 

same ground point will generate four equations to calculate the 

(X, Y, ~) 
ground coordinates (X, Y, Z). 

Figure (2.5) 

See Figure 2.5. In analogue photogrammetry, the 12 exterior 

orientation parameters (XQ, Y Q, Zo, K, <\J, co; X' Q, Y' Q, Z' Q, K', <\J ',co') of the stereo pair, Figure 2.5., are 

determined in the following four steps: (I) by relative orientation, five elements, typically By= Y' o-Y Q, 

Bz = Z'o-Zo, AK= K-K', A<\l = <\J'-Q, and Aro= co'-co are determined; (2) using these five elements, the pair 

is combined to create a stereo model, which can be viewed in stereo; (3) by scaling the element, Bx= x' -

xo is determined; and ( 4) by leveling, <\J and co are determined. In the final step of orientation, K is 
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determined. Ground controls by ground survey methods are expensive and time consuming. 

Alternatively, they are determined by the process of aerial or photo triangulation. Jn aerial triangulation, 

photographs are taken at different scales to meet the required project mapping scale. 

Flight Planning 

• • • Depending on the project size and scale of the photography, strips 

~- ' -- ··-
L ·"·--·-

of photographs are obtained such that adjacent photographs have 
"ci • • • 

.... ! .... 
50% to 60% overlap and adjacent strips have 20% to 50% overlap . 

• • • See Figure 2.6. 

Figure (2.6) 

Thus the ground control points required to determine the exterior 

orientation parameters are minimized. Using only a minimum of three to four ground control points, it is 

possible to determine the ground coordinates of points that are common to two models or two strips. The 

common points are known as pass points. In analytical and soft photogrammetry, the coordinates are 

determined by a simultaneous least-square procedure in which the photo coordinates of all pass and 

ground control points are processed simultaneously to give the exterior orientation parameters. However, 

in analogue photogrammetry where the models are formed by relative orientation, the models are joined 

to form a strip by three-dimensional transfomiation, and the strips are joined to form a block. The block 

coordinates (xm, Ym· zm) are then transformed to ground coordinates using 

[
xgl _ [x,,,l [x,l 
Y" - R Y,,, + Yr 

z"~ z,,,U z1 U 

where R is an orthogonal matrix and (Xr, Yr, Zr) are the translation elements. The matrix R, which is a 

function ofK, <)>,and ro, and the three translation elements are determined by using three or more control 

points. Mechanically, the models and strip are joined by scaling and leveling. 
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The third step is to determine the spatial coordinate (xg Yg, zg) of any point in the overlap area. 

In analogue photogrammetry, once the exterior orientation parameters are determined, the projectors 

containing the film are oriented accurately and the rays from a corresponding area of adjoining 

photographs are projected and viewed by the left and right eye simultaneously to give a stereoscopic 

effect. See Figure 2.7. The observer matches the identical image in stereo and determines the 

coordinates manually. 

In analytical photogrammetry, the observer views the rectified images instead of the projected 

Stereo Martching images. The rectified image (xr. Yr) for a given image (x;, y;) is 

given by 

\ 
(elevation 

x =-fa'" (x;) + a' 12 Y; + a' 13 f (J) 
' ' ( ) ' ' f a 31 X; +a 32 Y; +a 33 

Stereo Matching 

Figure (2.7) 

- 1·a'21(X;)+a'22Y;+a',,f 
y, - - ' ( ) ' ' f (4) 

a 31 X; +a 32 Y; +a 33 . 

Projecttion Geometry 
where A' =AT. See Figure 2.8. The observer matches the 

identical image in stereo and the coordinates (xg. Yg· zg) are 

determined by computer software using Equation 1 and 2. 

In soft photogrammetry, the coordinates are transformed to 
Figure (2.8) 

epipolar coordinates (xe, Ye) so that the x-axis is in the 

Epi~polar Geometry direction of the photo base of the stereo pair. See Figure 2.9. 

-n\ '>~-·z,. 
/ .<'.-. 1/·1·:.;,. / This gives the observer the view in the epipolar plane even 

/ / / --·--.-·---
though the images are displayed on the computer screen. 

Flg..re(29) 
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(
x,) (cosB -sinB)(x') (x'o - x

2
0 ) = andtane= . B B I 2 y, Sill cos Y, y 0 -x 0 

(5) 

where (xi o. yl o. zl O) and (x2o, y2o. z2o) are the nodal point coordinates of camera 1 and camera 2 in 

the ground coordinate system, assuming Zo = Z' o .. In aerial photogrammetry Zo = Z' o but in terrestrial 

photogrammetry this is not true. In this case, the second photo must be scaled by ( :,0

0

) x', , y',) . 

The images of the right and left photographs are displayed alternately on the screen while the 

observer looks through a synchronized stereo emitter glass to get the stereo view. Typically, the images 

are alternated every l/60th ofa second. See Figure 2.10. 

The fourth step is to produce the planimetric 

and contour map. Jn both analogue and 

analytical photogrammetry, data for these 

maps are manually collected in digital form by 

the operator and then displayed using CAD 

computer software. However, in soft 

photogrammetry these functions can be 

performed both manually and automatically. Fig 2.10 Stereo Viewing 

When done automatically, the process is called "image matching." In image matching, the objective is to 

identify and locate the conjugate pixel, (x' e• y' e). In the second photo, this corresponds to a pixel (Xe, 

Ye) of the first photo using the gray scale g(xe, Ye) or the radiometric values at the pixels and the cross-

correlation equation 

X=X1 Y""Yi 

l: l:g, (x,,y,)* g2 (x',-i,y',-j) 

(
• ') - X=Xz)'=Yo 

Cl,]-"\'"\' 2 ""°' 2 , • · • L.,L.,g, (x,,y,)L.,L.,g 2 (x ,-z,y, -z) 
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where (Yi-yo+ I) and (x 1-xo+ I) define the window size or the image size of the object to be identified, 

Window Size 
and the limits of i, j are defined by the search range. See Figure 

2.11. 

Given (xe, Ye), the (x'e, y'e) can be calculated for an estimated 

elevation such as average ground elevation using Equation 3 and 4. 
Window 

The range of (x' e• y' el is then limited to the expected variation in 

Search Area 
Figure (2.11) elevation and the error in determining the exterior orientation 

parameters. The location is given by (x'e-i, x'd), which gives the 

maximum correlation Cij· According to basic photogrammetric principles, the range ofy' e will depend 

on the error in the exterior orientation parameters, and the range of x' e will depend on the variation in the 

elevation. Assuming an error (er) of2 pixels due to errors in exterior orientation parameters, the range in 

x dh 
Ye is (-3cr to + 3cr ), which is -6 to 6 pixels. The range in Xe is given by -dh ; if - = 0.1 0 or I 0% and 

H H 

Error in Exterior Orientation Parameters 
Xe = 200 pixels 

then the range is -20 to 20 pixels. See Figure 2.12. 

In planimetric mapping, the window size will depend on the 

feature, the scale, and the location, etc. The automatic planimetric 

mapping is being developed, and this technology should be 

Figure (2.12) 
available in the near future. 

Contours are drawn by software such as Surfer, which uses 

elevations at a number of points in the area to interpolate the contours. The points (xg, Yg) with known 

elevation zg, are known as DTM or DE.\M points. Typically, DEM are collected at even spacing. In the 

automatic creation of DEM by soft photogrammetry, the window size will depend only on the ground 

spacing; therefore, it can easily be collected rapidly. Because of the different adjoining features, 

reflectance, elevations, etc., the correlation may not find the location precisely, but this uncertainty can be 
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predicted. In practice the DEM are edited manually. Most soft photogrammetric software have the 

capability to do so. Only soft photogrammetry can automatically extract DEM, neither analytical nor 

analogue photogrammetry can do so. Extraction of DEM in terrestrial photogrammetry is difficult as 

dh >> 0.1 and the range is difficult to define. 
H 

2.1. Soft Photogrammetry and GIS 

Geographic Information System (GIS) is a layer of computer maps with attribute data for all 

points, lines, and polygons in the map of a given geographic area. GlS software enables one to display, 

query, and analyze the data using the computer maps and attribute data stored in the database. 

· ~"·---·:·-~1'. Land suJ::p, Figure 2.13. shows the different layers of maps used in GIS. The 
. , : Polftlca! map 

~-';~,;·f:~.i:::·::::·:::·:::::::;_~:~:~;:~~ ----=~~~c=:· 
base ! ·"::7----·'""'" .. , ' . .--LEngineering Design map, 

maps\ _,_.-:::.;.;_;i····--·--·~ ·;·>~-~;;--~!~al map 

control network map shows the ground control points that are used 

to link layers of maps for a given area and maps of different areas. 
-:. .- ... _,/ ,,_:propertySUrveyrnap 

~:.;.~-~"""~-- · <: . Control Network map The accuracy of the ground control point locations may vary from ± 
Figure (2.13) 

l cm to± I 00 m. The ground control points could be displayed in 

The G!S Concept 
different coordinate systems such as spherical coordinates (<j>, /.., h), 

state plane coordinates (N, E, elevation), and Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates. The 

layers of maps of different scale and accuracy are produced using some or all of the same control points, 

and these maps can therefore be linked together. At present, the most accurate ground control points are 

determined by GPS. As seen in Figure 2.13., the base maps that control GIS are the control network, 

topographic, orthophoto, and cadastral survey maps. Aerial triangulation in soft photogrammetry can be 

used to determine the spatial coordinates of a number of control points. Soft photogrammetry can also be 

used to produce the topographic and orthophoto map. "As-built" and cadastral survey can be produced 

by soft photogrammetry. Soft photogrammetry is therefore invaluable for producing and maintaining a 

GIS. 
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2.2. SoftPlotter 

"SoftPlotter" is a soft photogrammetric software developed by Autometric and currently 

marketed by Vision International. The SoftPlotter is designed to run on a high -performance Silicon 

Graphics hardware workstation. A specially developed three-dimensional (3-D) input device (3-D 

Softmouse with foot pedal) suitable for intensive operator interaction, a dual-headed hardware 

configuration, crystal eye stereo emitter for displaying the stereo image, and crystal glass eyewear for 

viewing the stereo image are part of the system. The system needs about 64 MB memory for processing 

the data and about 2 to 6 GB of internal and external disk space for data storage. The software generally 

comes in CD and tape. In this setup, the CD is used as an input device and the tape for both input/output. 

The system can also be connected as a network that can be used to transmit data and for operating from a 

remote workstation. The software and data are usually backed up on the tape every week. Appendix A 

illustrates the hardware setup. 

The SoftPlotter is organized into tools. The tools communicate via data files and are individual 

executables with subordinate executables. Figure 2.14 shows the different executable tools. 

Figure 2.14. SoftPlotter Primary Menu 

The concept of a "project" is used by the product to force a de facto organization on the user. The 

Production Manager (PM) tool provides for project visualization and data management. Block tools 

enable the user to measure photo coordinates, input ground coordinates and camera calibration data, and 
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detem1ine the exterior orientation parameters. Stereo tool enables the user to view stereo; DEM tool 

enables the user to create automatic DEM, Surface tool enables the user to edit DEM, Ortho tool to create 

orthophoto, KDMS tool plots planimetry, and Imagine facilitates image classification. Appendix B 

describes the software setup. 

A number of soft photogrammetry software are available. A comparison of the different software 

was done. However, a comprehensive study of the software is not possible because access to the 

software and special hardware was not available. Appendix C gives a brief comparison of SoftP!otter 

with "Socket," a software developed by Leica, that can run on SGI. It also compares SoftPlotter with 

Intergraph, which runs on Intergraph wokstations, and SoftPlotter with TNTMips, which runs on PCs. 

SoftPlotter is comparable or better than the other soft photogrammetric software available. 
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CHAPTER 3. CAMPUS PROJECT 

In 1994 aerial photographs were taken of the Iowa State University (!SU) main campus. The 

control and check points for these photographs were established with Global Positioning Syatem (GPS). 

The photographs were scanned using a HP ScanJet JC with a resolution of 300 dots per inch ( dpi) ("' 80 

µm), available at no cost for this research. These digital images were used to familiarize the researchers 

with the soft photogrammetric technology. Using the !SU equipment, the researchers evaluated the 

accuracy of the soft photogrammetry in this research. 

3.1. Accuracy of Photo Coordinates 

The accuracy of photo coordinates depends on scanner resolution and the pixel size of the scan. 

The scanners used in soft photogrammetry are Vexcel and Wehrli, which are very expensive. 

A test was conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the scanners, HPScanJet 3C and 4C. The 4C 

has a resolution of 40 µor 600 dpi. These scanners have a size limitation of only about 90% of the 

standard 23 cm x 23 cm aerial photograph and can be scanned in the x direction, while its full length can 

be scanned in they direction, giving about a l 0% overlap between adjacent models in a strip, which is 

acceptable for this research. Because of the size limitation, only five of the eight fiducials can be used for 

interior orientation, which is sufficient. 

The root mean square (RMS) errors after interior orientation using ScanJet 3C and 4C with 

different pixel sizes are shown in Figure 3.1. and 3.2. For a 25-µm pixel size, the optimum RMS for 3C 

is about 30 µm and for 4C is about I 0 µm. Thus the accuracy depends on the scanner resolution and not 

on the pixel size. 
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Figure 3.1. RMS vs. Pixel Size for HP ScanJet 3C 
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Figure 3.2. RMS vs. Pixel Size for HP ScanJet 4C 

The resolution of an aerial camera is about 20 µm. From the above figures, the maximum 

expected accuracy of measurement from this imagery is about 8 µm. Thus if using the 3C scanner 

produces an accuracy of 30 µm, then using the 20-µm resolution scanner should provide an accuracy of 

10 µm or better. 

Since a 25 µm x 25 µm pixel size gives about 84 Mb of pixels for a standard 23 cm x 23 cm 

aerial photo, the 1-IPScanJet 3C with 25 µm pixel was used in this project. 
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To test the accuracy of soft photogrammetry in determining the photo coordinates, the 

measurements of points obtained in 1993 using a Wild stereo comparator were used for comparison. 

Table 3.1 shows the difference in the coordinates obtained by soft photogrammetry and by the stereo 

comparator. Points with difference> I 00 µm are due to the fact that the points measured are not the 

same. Differences of about 40 µm to 50 µm in pass point coordinates are attributable to the inability of 

the Wild comparator, unlike SoftPlotter, to identify and measure the coordinates on adjacent photos 

simultaneously. Table 3.1. shows that the standard error of difference in the photo coordinates is about 

40 µm, which agrees with the expected accuracy in the difference of the coordinate because the scanner 

accuracy is 30 µm and the accuracy of the pass point coordinates of the Wild comparator is about 20 µm. 

Table 3.1. Comparisons of Photo Coordinates between SoftPlotter and Comparator 

" * "for difference larger than I 00 micrometers. All numbers are in micrometers 

Image Measurements for Photograph No. 9401 
From SoftPlotter From Comparator Differences 

Point FilmX Film Y PhotoX Photo Y ilX ilY Remarks 
ID 
161 -932.15 79119.03 -905.10 79101.50 -27.05 17.53 
162 -9188.80 16298.20 -9152.80 16310.90 -36.00 -12.70 
163 -13443.38 -43817.30 -13428.00 -48813.45 -15.38 -3.85 
172 34535.24 6967; 18 34520.00 6946.80 15.24 20.38 
1710 61363.68 73614.46 61354.60 73613.60 9.08 0.86 
173 69772.81 -60582.64 69751.00 -60571.30 21.81 -11.34 

1720 57897.44 6062.60 57853.70 6050.20 43.74 12.4 
943 20856.81 37374.15 20909.80 37343.50 -52.99 30.65 
941 78680.45 71488.16 74932.10 74400.21 3748.35 -2912.05 ** 
942 76788.05 12908.68 76087.90 12980.40 700. 15 -71.72 * 
944 63187.59 -38611.80 63270.20 -38631.61 -82.61 -19.81 

STD of the differences excluding x y 

the ones with " * " 40.29 27.65 

Image Measurements for Photograph No. 9402 
From SoftPlotter From Comparator Differences 

Point Film X Film Y Photo X Photo Y ilX ilY Remarks 
ID 
161 -94511.13 81606.84 -94331.40 81612.00 -179.73 -5.16 * 
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162 -102560.90 16657.24 -102394.51 16675.00 -167.39 -17.76 * 
163 -I 06505.31 -50540.21 -106359.00 -50540.40 146.3 I 0.19 * 
172 -56043.80 8455.56 -55935.00 84672.00 -108.8 -11.64 * 

1710 -28013.32 77881.22 -27943.00 77900.50 -70.32 -19.28 
173 -17416.02 -59775.31 -17407.00 -59788.50 -9.02 13.19 

1720 -3 1263.23 8306.74 -31220.00 8310.40 -43.23 -3.66 
181 42941.05 73319.71 42879.40 73289.70 61.65 30.01 

1820 41436.42 10818.99 41358.00 10779.60 78.42 39.39 
943 -71075.64 39292.31 -70909.00 39300.02 -166.64 -7.71 * 
941 -9453.54 76237.38 -13484.00 79128.20 4030.36 -2890.82 ** 
942 -11185.8 15974.92 -11909.00 16048.10 723.20 -73. 18 * 
944 -24116.63 -37433.31 -23993.10 -37431.10 -123.53 -2.21 * 
945 42659.98 -17636.50 41314.50 -14172.50 1345.48 -3464.00 ** 
946 30141.46 76223.35 33131.60 76182.90 -2990.14 40.45 * 

STD of the differences excluding x y 
the ones with " * " 58.21 28.48 

Image Measurements for Photograph No. 9403 
From SoftPlotter From Comparator Differences 

Point Film X FilmY Photo X Photo Y 6X 6Y Remarks 
ID 
173 -109678.47 -54919.60 -109677.00 -54948.93 -1.47 29.33 
181 -44340.89 82497.33 -44350.50 82450.20 8.61 47.13 
1820 -47050.95 17200.77 -47054.10 17163.20 3.15 37.57 
941 -100954.80 85496.31 -105472.11 88472.30 4517.31 -2975.99 ** 
942 -103389.80 22453.43 -104189.13 22505.80 799.33 -52.37 * 
945 -45495.74 -12047.81 -46991.00 -8523.80 1495.26 -3524.01 ** 
946 -58222.93 85553.60 -54978.00 85450.20 -3244.93 103.40 ** 

STD of the differences excluding x y 

the ones with " * " 5.36 42.53 

I I I I . 

3.2. Accuracy of Aerial Triangulation by Soft Photogrammetry 

The accuracy of triangulation depends on the ground coordinates of control points and the photo 

coordinates of control and tie points, the resolution of the imagery, the percentage of overlap between 

photos, the scale of photos, the camera, and the atmospheric conditions. Here, the objective is to study 

the accuracy of aerial triangulation by soft photogrammetry using the imagery scanned by the ScanJet 3C 

from a 1993 campus I :3000 scale photograph and to compare the results by analytical photogrammetry. 
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The analytical photogrammetric aerial triangulation was done by two software paaackages: Albany (an 

industrial software) and Calib (a research software). 

In SoftPlotter, the scanned imagery is imported and stored in the job data directory together with 

the camera data using the "PM" tool. The "Block" tool is then activated and the imagery is calibrated. 

The pixel coordinates of pass points and control points are measured simultaneously, either automatically 

or manually, on three adjoining photographs. The coordinates of ground control points and any available 

values of exterior orientation elements are added. The triangulation software is then executed and the 

results are viewed. 

3.2.1. Results of aerotriangulation 

Three different types of aerotriangulation methods are used here. They are Albany from ERIO, Calib 

from Jeyapalan, and SoftPlotter from Vision International. The results from the three different software 

are shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2. Comparison of Triangulation Results Using Three Different Software Packages 

Parameter Photograph No. 1 Photograph No. 2 

SoftPlotter Albany Ca lib SoftPlotter Albany Ca!ib 

Xo(meters) 1481238.563 1487238.563 1487239.2576 1487792.068 1487791.822 1487791.865! 

Y0(meters) l 058385.185 l 058385.689 l 058386.2669 1058411.816 l 05841 l. 773 l 058412.3437 

Z0(meters) 1229.815 1230.691 1203.4923' 1230.331 1230.980 1203.7212' 

©(degrees) 2.499271 l 2.7455 2.1695047 2.4138072 2.6714 2.41656409 

~(degrees) -2.6663514 -2.9648 -2.6786350 -2.7655344 -3.0804 -3.49479308 

K(degrees) 4.5477386 5.0931 4.2312360 2.7041475 7.1378 2.55292799 

The heights with "*"are ellipsoid heights. The geoid undulation in the Ames area is about 29 

meters; therefore, the heights above mean sea level for the two exposure stations are close to 1,230 
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meters. The above table shows that the results are close, especially those from SoftPlotter and Calib. 

Note that the exterior orientation elements from Albany are the estimated values prior to the final ground 

coordinate computation. 

3.2.2. The comparison of triangulation between SoftPlotter and Albany 

Table 3.2. l shows the comparison between the triangulation from SoftPlotter and Albany. In the 

determination of the exterior orientation parameters, the differences in x, y and z of the camera locations 

are about half a meter, and the differences of angle ro and <j> are about 0.05 degrees. However, the 

difference ofK is about 2 degrees. The differences of the ground point locations are about 0.25 meters in 

the x and y directions and 0.46 meters in the x direction. 

Table 3.2.1 

Table 2. Comparision of Triangulations between Softplotter and Albany 
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In summary, the differences in resection (position and attitude of camera) by soft photogrammetry 

and those determined by the Albany and Calib software are less than I m in the x, y, and z positions and 
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less than 0.1 degrees in attitude angles. The differences in intersection coordinates of tie points (T) and 

control points (C) on ground by soft photogrammetry and by Albany are less than 0.3 m in x and y and 

0.5 m in z. The observed differences are due to the use of comparator coordinates in Calib and Albany 

and to the use of pixel coordinates in SoftPlotter. The differences may also be due to identifying the 

same "tie" points, which are not targeted. 

3.3. Accuracy of Auto Correlation by Soft Photogrammetry 

Auto correlation is the technique that automatically matches points in a stereo pair. To test the 

accuracy of SoftPlotter in performing the auto correlation, the "stereo" tool is activated. After 

triangulation, it uses the exterior orientation elements to rectify the photos and create the stereomodel in 

the epipolar coordinates. This is followed by activating the "DEM" tool, which automatically determines 

elevations at specified grid intervals. Points with bad, poor, and good auto correlation are color coded by 

red, yellow, and green, respectively. A grid interval of JO m was selected for this test. 

The same stereo model is then set up on the analogue stereoplotter, Kelsh. Kelsh is a third-order 

stereoplotter with a C-factor of750, meaning that the accuracy ofKelsh elevations for a 1,200 m flying 

height is about 2 m. Elevations at grid intervals of I 0 m are mechanically determined. This is a tedious, 

time-consuming procedure unlike the automatic DEM in SoftPlotter. 

The DEM from Kelsh and SoftPlotter are imported to the "Surfer." Surfer is software that uses 

the (x, y, z) coordinates of an area or the DEM to create and display contours and surfaces. The Surfer 

used in this research runs on a personal computer. Figures 3.3. and 3.4. show the contours from Kelsh 

and Softplotter. And Figure 3.5. shows the difference in the contours. Figures 3.6. and 3.7. show the 

surface from Kelsh and SoftPlotter. Figure 3.8. shows the differences in the surfaces. When compared 

with that of the manual model using the Kelsh, the standard error of auto correlation of the DEM by soft 

photogrammetry is about 5 m. Spot elevations of points with large differences were investigated; they 
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were attributable to the third-order Kelsh. (see Table 3.3.) Table 3.4. shows (x, y, z) and Z difference for 

some of the 1,630 points used in this study. 

Overall, the SoftPlotter auto correlator appears to be much more accurate than the Kelsh system. 

However, there appears to be some difficulty with SoftPlotter auto correlation in the "Power Plant area," 

perhaps resulting from the overlap of photographs, which tends to "cluster" data points near that area. 

However, in other areas, the auto correlated data (refer to data outside three standard deviations) was very 

similar to the manually correlated Z-coordinate data. 

The time difference regarding the collection and display of data for Kelsh and SoftPlotter data 

appears to be quite large. First, Kelsh data must be read, pant by point, from the aerial photographs, 

which can take many hours. Then these points need to be read into a database. This procedure took 

approximately 12 hours. The SoftPlotter data, however, is scanned into the computer and the analysis is 

performed in seconds. The results can then be directly entered into a database. 

Results 

The mean of the difference in Kelsh and SoftPlotter data is 1.556833. The standard deviation is 

5.1888958 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 

7 

8 

Table 3.3. Comparison of Data Points Outside Three Standard Deviations 

Z-coordinate Z-coordinate Z-coordinate Color of Ground 

sp-manual sp-autocorr. Kelsh Point Features 

276.412 276.604 293.628 red trees and grass 
278.869 278.207 293.214 red trees 
276.518 275.945 291.731 red grass and a tree 
301.408 302.236 286.180 red Bessey Hall, S edge 
276.159 266.504 298.461 red, Power Plant 

yellow Bid. 
276.731 271.542 294.775 red Power Plant 

Bld. 
305.364 303.409 286.783 green top of 

Bessey Hall 
306.354 302.513 286.907 yellow, Bessey Hall 
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green 
9 281.313 272.238 293.978 red Power Plant 

Bld. 
10 283.551 260.675 296.062 red and Power Plant 

yellow Bld. 
11 284.176 264.545 289.779 yellow Power Plant 

Bid. 
12 307.186 306.092 288.736 green, top of 

yellow Bessey Hall 
13 265.948 269.796 287.831 yellow Power Plant 

Bld. 
14 270.953 274.540 296.056 yellow, Power Plant 

red Bld. 
15 273.608 267.796 285.003 red Power Plant 

Bid. 
16 280.948 265.259 281.776 yellow Power Plant 

Bid. 
17 299.534 300.992 284.151 yellow, Bessey Hall 

red 
18 274.337 274.803 293.129 yellow Power Plant 

Bid. 
19 278.293 270.424 312.022 yellow tree near 

P.P.P 
20 277.000 267.129 284.860 yellow road by 

P.P.B 

Table 3.4. Difference Between Kelsh and SoftPlotter Z-Coordinate Values 

kelshz-Kelsh SoftPlotter z-soft difference 

zk-zs 

1487900 1058200 280.901 1487900 1058200 286.921 -6.02 
1487920 1058200 281.394 1487920 1058200 287.016 -5.622 Di ff-mean 
1487930 1058200 281.226 1487930 1058200 283.594 -2.368 1.556833 
1487950 1058200 280.546 1487950 1058200 281.81 -1.264 
1487960 1058200 280.609 1487960 1058200 284.372 -3.763 Kel-Soft 
1487980 1058200 279.876 1487980 1058200 289.372 -9.496 STD 
1487990 1058200 279.287 1487990 1058200 289.789 -10.502 5.188958 
1488010 1058200 280.935 1488010 1058200 289.017 -8.082 
1488020 1058200 285.09 1488020 1058200 287.932 -2.842 
1488040 1058200 284.59 1488040 1058200 286.317 -1.727 
1488050 1058200 283.293 1488050 1058200 286.651 -3.358 
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Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.5. 
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Surface from Kelsh 

Figure 3.6. 

Surface f rom SoftPlotter 

Figure 3.7. 
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Difference Surface for SoflPlouer. Ke I sh 

Figure 3.8. 

3.4. Accuracy of SoftPlotter Compared to a First-order Stereoplotter Zeiss CS 

The Zeiss C8 Stereoplotter is a first-order stereoplotting instrument. It has the capability to read 

model coordinates to an accuracy of± 0.0 I mm, and it has the facility and the Zeiss parallelogram to 

perform strip triangulation. The objective in this study is to set up the same stereo pair used in SoftPlotter 

in the Zeiss C8 and detem1ine the accuracy of SoftPlotter by comparing the ground coordinates obtained 

by the two systems. Also, a study comparing SoftPlotter to Zeiss C8 was done. 

3.4.1. Zeiss vs. SoftPiotter 

For this project, the Zeiss stereoplotter took approximately three times longer than the Softplotter 

to set up a stereo model and perform triangulation. Using the Zeiss requires knowledge of 

photogrammetric principles, familiarity with the instrument and its components, the time necessary to 

orient the photos for stereo viewing, and the time required to read the points. Additional time is required 

for postprocessing because the user must convert the machine coordinates from the Zeiss readings to 

ground coordinates using external processing programs. The instrument may not be used for other 
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puposes until the process of triangulation is completed because the stereo model and its orientation cannot 

be disturbed. 

Procedure 

Setting up the stereo model 

Scaling 

Leveling 

Reading points 

Transformation to ground 

Total 

3.4.1.1. SoftPlotter. 

Time (approximation) 

8 hours 

2 hours 

2 hours 

8 hours 

8 hours 

28 hours 

The SoftPlotter requires data in digital format. To acquire digital data in this project., the hardcopy was 

converted to digital format using a scanner. If more photos are used, the time factor would increase for 

this step. However, using existing digital data would eliminate the need for this process. Using the 

stereoplotter for triangulation requires a familiarity with the software's organization. Users who are 

familiar with windows-type applications should be able to learn the process. The process of reading 

points is much faster and easier on SoftPlotter than on the Zeiss, because the user can quickly move to the 

general location of the points. On the Zeiss, the process is done by manual hand-wheeling. Point reading 

is also easier and faster on the SoftPlotter because the optics are much clearer. The special glasses 

required for stereo viewing are fairly lightweight and not too uncomfortable. Due to its age, the viewing 

system on the Zeiss used in this project suffers from loss of clarity. The instrument has also been moved 

several times. The stereo model setup is saved in a file for foture use, which allows the SoftPlotter to be 

used for other projects without loss of the user's work. 
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Procedure Time (approximation) 

Digitizing data I hour 

Setting up stereo model 4 hours 

Reading points 5 hours 

Total 10 hours 

3.4.2. Comparison of Zeiss coordinates to SoftPiotter coordinates 

In the Zeiss C8, after relative and absolute orientation, the model coordinates are read in mm. 

These model coordinates (xm, Ym , zm) are then transformed to ground coordinates using the control 
' 

points and the transfonnation equation: 

(x") (A B)(x"') (Xo) 
Y" = -B A Y,,, + Yo 

S='1A 2 +B2 

The transformation parameters are A, B, C, and D. Table 3.5. shows the results where 

Note: zg = c*ym - d*xm + s*zm + zO 

Standard deviation ors: 

Xg, Y g, Zg =Zeiss ground coordinates 

Xx, Y s, Zs= SoftPlotter ground coordinates 

s x 0.779 

s y = 0.251 

sZ=4.472 
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The spreadsheet contains machine and ground coordinates of the points read on Zeiss; ground 

coordinates of the points read on SoftPlotter; results for differences in x, y and z; and the standard 

deviation ofx, y, and z. A comparison between SoftPlotter and Zeiss values for the x, y, and z ground 

coordinates shows them to be fairly close. The difference is less than 1 m for most points, except for the 

z ground coordinates obtained from the Zeiss for any buildings. The z ground coordinate value for points 

read on top of buildings on the Zeiss is within 1 meter or less of the values for ground coordinates of 

points read on the ground on Zeiss but should be around +20 meters difference, depending on the height 

of the building. The Zg-Zs for the buildings range from about-9.711 to-33.703; the standard deviation 

for z is 4.47. Point numbers beginning with 5 are points on the ground. Points numbers beginning with 7 

are points on the top of buildings. The model on Zeiss may have some distortion at the edges. 

Table 3.5. Ground Coordinates from Ziess C8 Model Coordinates 
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The standard error of the differences in position determination by soft photogrammetry and the 

Zeiss C8 was found to be less than 0.5 m in x and y but about 4 min z. An examination of the points 

with large differences was performed. They are mainly on building tops and attributable to the Zeiss C8. 

It has not been calibrated for the last ten years and the optics need cleaning, which was not done due to 

lack of funds. 

3.5 Accuracy of Planimetry and Orthophoto by SoftPlotter 

3.5.1. Planimetry 

The "KDMS" tool in SoftPlotter enables the user to collect planimetric data that can be saved as 

a plot file and plotted according to a specified scale. One objective of this research was to compare the 

planimetric maps by SoftPlotter and by Kelsh plotter. 

After the "Stereo" and DEM, the information is passed on to KDMS. Here one can view the 

model in stereo and collect the data as in an analogue stereoplotter. Unlike in analogue stereoplotter, the 

KDMS uses computer-aided drawing (CAD) software to draw selected features. The planimetry in the 

two stereo models are plotted and exported to AutoCAD as a DXF file. The same stereo pairs are set up 

on the Kelsh stereoplotter, and the planimetry is manually plotted for each model separately. The plotted 

map is then digitized using AutoCAD. (AutoCAD is a CAD software that enables different maps to be 

merged together on the same scale, using a calibration routine.) Using the ground control points as 

common points, the planimetric maps from the two stereo models are merged. 
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Campus Map from Kelsh Campus Map from SoftPlotter 

Figure 3.10. 

fi'I Building 
C:.J Road 

~E 
s 

Figure 3.9. 

NRoad 
-meuilding 

The planimetric maps form SoftPlotter (see Figure 3.9.) and from Kelsh (see Figure 3.10.) are 

brought to the same scale in AutoCAD and overlaid (see Figure 3.11 ). The two compare well except in 

some areas. To get the magnitude of disagreement, the overlays are enlarged and the separation is 

measured at buildings and road corners. 

Campus Map Comparison between 
SoftPlotter and Kelsh 

N 

~E 
s 

400 "' aoo Mete1.s 

Figure 3.11. 
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Table 3.6. shows the results of the statistical analysis of the difference between these two planimetric 

maps. In Table 3 there are eight columns; four of the columns are the differences for roads and the other 

four columns are for the buildings. NW, NE, SW, and SE describe the regions of the planimetric map. 

The standard deviations for the whole area are 0.577966 and 0.589102 for roads and buildings, 

respectively. 
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In SoftPlotter, the "Ortho" tool is used to create the orthophoto of a stereo model. The epipolar 

coordinates after Stereo and the elevations after DEM are used to create the orthophoto. The orthophoto 

for the two models is created and then the "Mosaic" tool in SoftPlotter is used to join it, forming the 

orthophoto. (see Figure 3.12.) The scale of the orthophoto can be selected to cover the map sheet. 

The planimetric map by Kelsh is then overlaid on the orthophoto for comparison: (see Figure 

3.13.) The edges do not match well mainly because the printer is not a SoftPlotter component. The DEM 

in the overlapping area may be slightly different for the two models. The matching at the edges between 
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the two models needs to be improved by using the average DEM for the overlapping area and manually 

editing some bad points using the "Surface" tool in SoftPlotter. 

Figure 3.12. Campus Orthophoto 

Campus Map Overlay 
Planimetric Feartures from Kelsh 

Orthophoto from SoftPlotter 

Figure 3. 13. 

Cl Koh•h s1111d1ng 
L.::.,t Kot&t> )'load 

~E 
s 

Table 3.7. shows the approximate times taken by the Kelsh and SoftPlotter to create the planimetric map 

and the orthophoto. 
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Table 3.7. Comparison of SoftPlotter and Kelsh 

Operation SoftPlotter Kelsh 

Setting up 2 hours 8 hours 

Stereo plotting 20 hours 90 hours 

Digitizing 

Editing 20 hours 

DEM 2 hours (depends on spacing) NIA 

Orthophoto 0.5 hours N/A 

3.5.3. Conclusion 

From the above results, it is clear that SoftPlotter has the following advantages over the Kelsh 

stereoplotter: 

• The stereo model can be set up easily and quickly. Once the models are in place, they can be 

used at any time without further time consumption for model setup. 

• If the existing stereo models are not good enough or if it is necessary to make comparisons 

between different parameters, it is easy to set up other models and make such comparisons 

• it automatically creates DEM and orthophotos 

• manual operation can be used to edit the bad points and areas 

• 3-D digitizing ability. 

• except for a few bad areas like edges, the orthophoto is close to the manually digitized map 
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• much faster than Kelsh. All of the photos in the same block can be digitized on the same scale at 

the same time 

The disadvantages are 

• the system is expensive 

• Some operations cannot be performed in stereo mode 

3.5.3.1. GIS and SoftPlotter. 

GI S uses information on the features in a computer map to perfeorm a spatial analysis. GI S can 

also be used to identify selected features in a computer map. In the computer map, the features are 

mapped using lines, points, and polygons. This is called vector processing. In some computer maps the 

features are mapped using pixels, which is called raster processing. The KDMS tool in SoftPlotter is 

used to produce the planimetric maps by vector processing. The "Ortho" tool produces the map by raster 

processing. The Surfer produces the contour map by vector processing. 

Arc/Info is a vector-based GIS software. However, it can also process raster maps. The raster 

and vector maps produced by soft photogrammetry can be imported into Arc/Info. These can be 

"cleaned" to ensure that all lines end with nodes and that all polygons are closed. The attribute tables for 

lines, polygons, and points are "Build." These maps and tables are then viewed by "Arc View," a module 

in Arc/Info. Additional information about features in the map can be added to the table. The maps and 

tables can then be used to identify and query features in real time. 

In this project, the campus planimetric map by KDMS and the contours by Surfer and Mosaic 

orthophoto are imported to Arc/Info. (see Figures 3.14., 3.15., 3.16.) The table in Arc/Info is edited to 

give the names of buildings, roads, and values of contours. (see Table 3.8., 3.9., and 3.10.) 
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Unlike digitizing from existing maps, the map produced by SoftPlotter photogrammetry is current 

and accurate. Unlike analytical photogrammetry, both raster and vector can be obtained and exported to 

the GIS environment in real time. 
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Figure 3.14. 
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Polygon 4547.023 287. 163 2 4 Molecular Biology 

Polygon 2231.336 382. 528 3 5 Industrial Education II 

Polygon 514. 516 102. 260 4 6 Com.m.unioations Building 
Polygon 126.8% 48.390 5 7 Genetics Laboratory 
Polygon 3510 .. 492 311.128 6 8 Metals Development Build 
Polygon 187.109 61.015 7 9 Genetics Lahorato:cy 

Polygon 2042. 883 189.757 8 10 Comm.vnications Building 

Polygon 3. 516 37.879 9 0 
Polygon 1779. 086 247. 792 10 12 Horse Barns 

Polygon 489.328 92.128 11 13 Genetics Laboratory 

Polygon 442. 172 96. 358 12 14 Rum.inat:n Nutrition Lab 
Polygon 50. 852 28.897 13 15 Industrial Education II 
Polygon 215. 312 58. 649 14 16 Insectacy 
Polygon 376. 578 85.252 15 17 Insectax:y 

Polygon 543. 555 111.390 16 18 Industrial Education I 

Polygon 1709.172 217.007 17 19 Science: II 

Polygon 1718.484 291. 383 18 20 National Soil Tilth Lab 

Polygon 904.000 163. 379 19 21 L agom.aro ino Hall 

Polygon 3.047 32. 883 20 22 
Polygon 407.539 83.895 21 23 Lagom.arcino Hall 

Polygon 26.688 27.762 22 24 
Polygon 372. 516 78. 511 23 25 Lagom.arcino Hall 
Polygon 2775.367 381.757 24 26 Davidson Hall 

Polygon 49.000 32.501 25 27 Metallurgy Building (WiJ 

Polygon 657.125 113.547 26 28 Agronomy Greenhouse 

Polygon 648 .125 123. 648 27 29 Greenhouse: 

Polygon 4420.961 268.639 28 30 A:cm.ocy 

Polygon 1126.812 167.255 29 31 Lagomaroino Hall 
Polygon 5453. 977 445. 887 30 32 Physics Hall 

Polygon 4518. 117 376.003 31 33 Town Eng ine:ering Build i..-

Polygon 458. 391 118.674 32 34 Greenhouse 

Polygon 615. 984 118.254 33 35 Agronom.y Greenhouse 

Polygon 523.828 83. 576 34 36 Judging Pavilion 

Polygon 100. 352 45.005 35 3? 1.>ie:ats Lah (new) 

Polygon 416. 383 88. 192 36 38 Lagom.a:ccino Hall 
Polygon 1. 031 4.250 37 39 

Table 3.8. Attribute Data of Campus 
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Pol.y-gon 2384. ,., 655. ,,, , ,. Wh\l.Qok P;oad 

Pol.J.'go:n 2523. 172 402. "' ' 1' Stange RO<:>.d 

Pofyg<>n ?'?6. 750 :190, *95 4 •• 
PoJ,ygon :tSS:t5. ,., 2699. 778 5 ,, Pa.m.mel. Drive: 

P<.'>l.ygon 99:170. .. , :1490 . "' 0 

Po.l.ygon 40944. 555 8:1:1. 7'7 0 . 

PolJ.'g.:>n 2458. '" 438. '" • ., W<>.l.l. ... oe Road 

Pol,ygon 23?1 ,$20 SS?. ,,, ' 0 Stange Road 

Pol.ygon ?757 .. , 1762. ,., '" ,. Shel.don Avenu.e: 
PoJ..ygon ?4:1S 437 :1:153. •47 " 22 ll.i.ssel. Roa(!; 

POJ.3-"9"<>X>. 9502? .. , 1865. "' " 0 
Pol.ygon 9673. 055 3:95. on " • 
Pol,ygon 40. 89' 75. ,., '4 ' Pol.:i;igon 1055. o•, 266. 0&4 " 7 

Pol,ygon :1:1256. "' 2181. '50 " 29 Osborn Drive 
Pol,ygx>n "· 0'7 $4. ,,, 17 ,0 

Po.lyg<l'n 152815. ,,. 166:1. ... " 0 

ill"<>fyg<>n 149-57:1 ,., 1494 ... ,. 0 
Pofygon 5062?. ,., 991. "' 

,. 0 
Polygon :15911. 070 3020. '" 

,, .. l.>Jo:rrJ..lJ.. :Road 
Polygon S414. ,., 1432. '" 

,, 
" l':.X>.OJ...l l\<>ad 

Polygon 1:1996. :125 1769. 894 23 30 wa1J..ace :Road 
Pofygon 7'. .,, 93. 775 24 ,, 
Pol.:vgon 79. 059 34. OSO '5 ,, 
Pol.:vgon 24$7, 9'4 608. ,,. 26 " v.n.i.on Dr.i.ve 
Pofygo:n 121583, ,., l.S6S. 7'5 2? 0 
Pol.ygon 1SS4. ,,, 205. 593 ,. 

" Pofygon 3130. '" 1l.S. .,. ,, 
" union Dr.ive 

Pol.),Jgon. s5se:s 4"4 :12:1$ ... 30 ,. 
PoJ,ygo:n 600$6 40• 1056. '47 " 0 
Pol.ygon 4054. ,., 96S. "' 32 ,. Richardson court 
Pofygon :16830. , .. S:lS. "' SS 0 

Pol.ygon :lSS:t, ,., 4l.S. 070 34 34 tllorr.i.l.l. ;Ro<>.d 

Pol.:vgon 34921. ,., sos. ozs 35 0 
Pol.ygon 1S33. 305 342. .. , 36 26 Wel.<::h Road 
Pofygon 26181. 3'0 2646. 7'0 '7 '7 L.i.ncoln W<.o.l' 

Pol.ygon 1624. 500 3$3 .,, .. 35 J.l'each Avenue 

Table 3.9. Attribute Data ofCampus2 

Table 3.10. Attribute Data of Contours! 
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CHAPTER 4. HIGHW AV 218 PROJECT 

The objective of the Highway 218 Project was to check the accuracy of the soft photogrammetry 

products for highway engineering, using the photographs taken over Highway 218. Also this project 

studied the feasibility of transferring the technology to personnel using the Iowa Department of 

Transportation's (IA DOT' s) analogue and analytical photogrammetry tools. 

A strip was used of 11 photographs with 9 horizontal and 12 vertical controls. Since these 

photographs were used in Highway 218 mapping by the IA DOT, they also had 30 pass points, which 

were pugged. Pass points were pugged on the center photo and not on the adjoining photos. The films 

were scanned by a drum scanner, which belongs to the IA DOT, with 900 dots per inch ( dpi) resolution. 

4.1. Aerial Triangulatiou 

The first step that IA DOT takes when producing topographic maps, profiles, and cross sections 

using an analogue stereo plotter, the Kern PG2, is an aerial triangulation. The aerial triangulation is done 

on the Zeiss analytical plotter and Albany software. The aerial triangulation provides pass point 

coordinates and exterior orientation parameters to set the stereo model in the analogue plotter. The 

control point information is shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1. Ground Controls in the Strip 

Point# Point T'me x y z 
2024 H 1577964.936 1148496.920 
2025 H 1578282.547 1148501.881 
2026 H 1578071.647 1148695.909 
2027 H 1578067.270 1149075.685 
2028 H 1578391.399 1149701.023 
2029 H 1578064.722 1150324.648 
2030 H 1578248.529 1151513.268 
2031 H 1578051.693 1151586.845 
2032 H 1578105.699 1151932.802 
1029 v 310.054 
1030 v 302.816 
1031 v 294.231 
1032 v 289.062 
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1033 v 298.568 
1034 v 297.373 
1035 v 287.906 
1036 v 287.862 
1037 v 287.429 
1038 v 287.704 
1039 v 290.808 
1040 v 288.675 

H is the horizontal control point; V is the vertical control point. There are also about 30 pugged 

pass points on the strip. Since the triangulation is done in the Block Tool of SoftPlotter, all of the control 

points are input to the ground control table in the Block Tool. 

4.1.1. Import of the 11 Photographs and the Interior Orientation 

The Jena LMK 1015 camera was used in this project, and its calibration data are available. 

Before importing the 11 photographs, the camera calibration data must be input to the central camera 

database in SoftPlotter. After a new block is created for this project, all I I photographs are imported. 

The size of each digital photograph is about 64 MB, and the pixel size on the photographs is about 28 µ. 

Interior orientation is the process that registers the photographs with the camera photo coordinate 

system. Figure 4. I. shows the root mean square (RMS) of the interior orientation of these I I 

photographs numbered from 152 to 162. All of the eight fiducial points are used in the interior 

orientation process. 

1.4 

1.2 

1 /' 
~ 
~ 0.8 

~ 0.6 
::;; 

0.4 0:: .· . 

0.2 

0 . . 
152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 

Photugraph Number 

Figure 4. I. RMS vs. Photograph for Interior Orientation 
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The accuracy of the interior orientation is a little more than one pixel, which is about 30 µ. The 

scanner used to scan these photographs has a resolution of 800 dpi, which is about 31.5 µ; therefore, the 

accuracy of the interior orientation may be the best it can achieve. 

Also, the residuals in one direction (x in the photo coordinate) are much larger than the residuals 

in the other direction (yin the photo coordinate). This is related to the way the diapositives were 

scanned. Although the 800-dpi scanner was used, the geometric distortion in one direction may be larger 

than the distortion in the other direction. These fiducials might reduce the geometric distortion 

somewhat. 

4.1.2. Measurement of the Ground Controls and the Triangnlation 

Before completing the triangulation, all of the control points and pass points must be located and 

measured on the photographs, so that their pixel coordinates are known. Although this process is not 

under stereo view, each point is separately measured on each photograph. Automatic image matching 

can be used to locate the identical points on other photographs. Once the point on the reforence 

photograph is located, the approximate locations on the other photographs are determined. This process 

is very useful when the image quality is not very good, the ground contrast is low, or points are pugged 

with marks only on one photograph. For these pugged pass points, the photograph with pugged marks is 

chosen as the reference photograph, the pugged point is precisely located, and the automatic image

matching method is used to locate its identical points on the other photographs. The matching results are 

very sensitive to the initially estimated locations on the other photographs. For satisfactory results, it is 

useful to try different locations. Up to six photographs can be displayed at the same time; therefore, more 

than one model can be measured at a time. After all of the control and past points are measured on the 

photographs, the triangulation can be performed. Table 4.2. shows the triangulation results. 
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Table 4.2. Triangulation Results 

Photo No. X(M) Y(M) Z(M) ro(o) <j>(°) K(o) 

958152 1578090.024 1148303.807 921.784 0.199622 - 1.106869 -91.516184 

958153 1578 101.079 1148674.483 924.083 0.374820 -0.214692 90 713598 

958154 1578092.987 l 149035.814 923.711 0.352963 -0.201233 -91.000530 

958155 1578087.801 1149392.872 923.881 -0.421593 0.000588 90.878392 

958156 1578083.364 1149758.335 923.720 0.384418 -0.048114 90.960789 

958157 1578077.498 1150118.137 923.949 -0.650083 0.470542 -90.684502 

958158 1578070.370 1150486.573 92 1.315 -0.902604 -0.412682 90.639181 

958159 1578061.998 1150824.499 920.544 0.549016 0.303680 -90.262790 

958160 1578051.238 1151189.756 920.203 0.248472 -0.372523 90.735208 

958161 1578043.455 1151538.502 919.595 0.164688 -0.048049 90.863479 

958162 1578036.650 1151903.137 916.488 -0.161114 0.072706 91.235011 

Table 4.3. shows the coordinates for the control and pass points as well as the differences 

between the before and after triangulation. 

Table 4.3. Coordinates of Control and Pass Points after Triangulation 

Point# Point X'(M) Y'(M) Z'(M) X'-X Y'-Y Z'-Z 

Type 

2024 H 1577964.304 1148496.752 307.861 -0.632 -0.168 

-~ 

2025 H 1578282.882 1148501.893 292.677 0.335 0.012 

2026 H 1578072.054 1148696.152 296.471 0.407 0.243 

2027 H 1578067.271 1149075.813 299.677 0.001 0.128 
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2028 H 1578391.457 1149700.813 287.048 0.05 8 -0.2 10 

2029 H 1578064.524 1150324.876 286.873 -0.198 0.22 8 

2030 H 1578248.540 1151512.568 290.032 0.0 11 -0.700 

2031 H l 57805 l. 782 1151586.671 288.633 0.089 -0.174 

2032 H l 578105.628 1151933.444 290.340 -0.07 1 0.642 

1029 v 1577861.353 1148486 190 310.208 0.154 

1030 v 1578080.65 l l l 48489 .23 I 302.593 -0.223 

1031 v 

1032 v 1578473.150 1148694.807 289.111 0.049 

!033 v 1578075.901 l l 48975.457 298.641 0.073 

1034 v 1577877.135 1149702.527 297.514 0.141 

1035 v 1578021.375 1150108.613 287.717 -0.189 

1036 v 1578325.633 1150117.600 287.672 -0.190 

1037 v 1578057.520 1150921.022 287.640 0.21 I 

!038 v 1578196.104 1151325.129 287.787 0.083 

1039 v 1577862. 704 1151726.038 290.578 -0.230 

1040 v 1578217.868 1151733.865 288.796 0.121 

RMS in Meters: 0.203 0.220 0.1 63 

3131 1577758 608 1148319.487 301.770 

3132 1578098.442 1148308.866 301.020 

3133 1578440.397 1148322.363 287.964 

3134 1578135.006 1148531.281 298.968 

3135 1577739.937 1148673 .696 306.820 
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3136 1578100.909 1148677.271 295.560 

3137 1578372.937 1148688.622 291.502 

3138 1578102.580 1148883.851 298.218 

3139 1571723.177 1149041.298 312.015 

3140 1578088.529 1149020.343 297.366 

3141 1578353.392 1149065 .268 286.995 

3142 1578090.161 1149179.854 299.111 

3143 1577745.856 1149376 231 303.955 

3144 1578032.152 1149397.346 292.028 

3145 1578414.926 1149381.709 286.610 

3146 1578106.031 1149609.151 286.717 

3147 1577784.162 1149733.399 296.087 

3148 1578078.586 1149738.744 287.150 

3149 1578400.697 1149764.857 287.003 

3150 

3151 1577717.176 1150131.837 288.250 

3152 1578097.071 1150118.083 287.583 

3153 1578353.540 1150070.518 286.308 

3154 1578094,922 1150353.622 287.123 

3155 1577718.720 1150465.889 286.126 

3156 1578068. 784 1150486.307 286.725 

3157 1578439.639 1150488.909 286.466 

3158 1578088.934 1150644.968 286.257 
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3159 1577700.073 1150812.298 286.253 

3160 1578063.000 1150833.685 287.502 

3161 1578403.776 1150806.328 286.547 

3162 1578080.767 1151016.644 287.177 

3163 1577726.191 1151183.771 289.002 

3164 1578044.344 1151179827 281.924 

3165 1578381.705 1151179.647 287.879 

3166 

3167 1577691.352 1151530.107 286.705 

3168 157799 l.690 1151531.876 288.155 

3169 1578019.288 1151752.036 289.751 

3170 1578019.288 1151752.036 289.751 

3171 1577674.648 1151874.460 306.596 

3172 1578017.456 1151906.991 291.290 

3173 1578355.219 1151890.526 289.283 

4.1.3. Improving Gronnd Measurements and Triangulation 

When the residuals of the triangulation indicate poor measurements, these measurements can be 

retaken. As mentioned before, measurement of the ground points is not done in three-dimensional view; 

therefore, remeasuring the ground points in the stereo pair from the first triangulation might improve the 

measurements and the triangulation. 

Table 4.4. and Table 4.5. show the outputs after the ground points are double checked. 
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Table 4.4. Improved Triangulation Results 

Photo No. X(M) Y(M) Z(M) w(o) <ji(O) K(o) 

958152 1578105.762 1148308.479 922.540 0.187743 -0.120827 -90.819390 

958153 1578099.237 1148671.084 923.40 I -0.108855 -0.386025 -90.642929 

958154 1578092.724 1149035.541 924. 138 -0.325396 -0.213154 -91.018041 

958155 1578086.755 I 149393.445 924.319 -0.461324 -0.088655 -90.909209 

958156 1578082.228 I 149758.756 923.893 -0.418918 -0.149668 -90 977311 

958157 1578076.396 1150118.156 924.073 -0.651578 -0.573297 -90.674853 

958158 1578068.660 1 I 50486.566 921.516 -0.889192 -0.551802 -90.575426 

958159 1578060.636 1 I 50824.561 920.707 -0.547413 -0.388611 -90.197072 

958160 1578051.270 1151193.517 919.828 -0.004569 -0.359636 -90.774483 

958161 1578043.992 1151539.070 917.772 0.130072 -0.013889 -90.838147 

958162 1578040.426 1151898.865 914.871 0.152680 0.152680 -91.275313 

Table 4.5. Coordinates of Ground Points from Improved Triangulation 

Point# Point X'(M) Y'(M) Z'(M) X'-X Y'-Y Z'-Z 

Type 

2024 H 1577964.939 1148496.896 307.334 0.003 -0.024 

2025 H I 578282.669 1148501.832 297.336 0.122 -0.049 

2026 H 1578071.723 1148695. 989 295.848 0.076 0.080 

2027 H 1578067 .006 1149075 .790 300.034 -0.264 0.105 

2028 H 1578391.489 1I49700.893 287.664 0.090 -0.130 
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2029 H 1578064.675 1150324.653 286.748 -0.047 0.005 

2030 H 1578248.448 1151513.310 287.376 -0.081 0.042 

2031 H 1578051.780 1151586.828 287.566 0.087 -0.017 

2032 H 1578105.713 1151932.789 289.591 0.014 -0.013 

1029 v 1577861.368 1148484.101 310.054 0.000 

1030 v 1578082.146 1148489.166 302.823 0.007 

1031 v 

1032 v 1578473.323 1148694.841 289.068 -0.006 

1033 v 1578075.626 1148975.433 298.557 -0.011 

1034 v 1577877 .123 1149702.616 297.372 -0.001 

1035 v 1578021.433 1150112.504 287.908 0.002 

1036 v 1578325.667 1150117.178 287.858 -0.004 

1037 v 1578056.996 1150921.488 287.427 -0.002 

1038 v 1578195.915 1151325.883 287.696 -0.008 

1039 v 1577863.811 1151726.104 290.818 0.010 

1040 v 1578216.176 1151731.922 288.677 0.002 

RMS in Meters: 0.072 0.042 0.004 

3131 1577776.730 1148314.712 313.616 

3132 1578106.813 1148308.833 300.865 

3133 1578438.653 1148326.373 293.509 

3134 1578135.435 1148531.241 299.740 

3135 1577739.246 1148672.305 305.525 

3136 1578101.015 1148676.762 295.053 
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3137 1578372.200 1148688.276 291.406 

3138 1578102.381 1148883.650 297.644 

3139 1577722. 100 l l 49041.084 310.847 

3140 1578088.642 1149020.477 298. 127 

3141 1578358.016 1149065 .348 288.420 

3142 1578090.020 1149179.914 299.468 

3143 1577745.794 1149376.569 304.092 

3144 1578032.086 1149397.490 292.467 

3145 1578414.882 1149381.593 287.434 

3146 l 578 l 06.028 1149609.221 287.185 

3147 1577784.362 I 149733.557 296.061 

3148 1578078.502 1149738.817 287.422 

3149 1578400.824 1149764.842 287.607 

3150 

3151 1577717.460 1150131.773 287.896 

3152 1578097.200 1150118.113 287.555 

3153 1578353.427 1150070.489 286.643 

3155 1577718.824 1150465.644 285.919 

3156 1578068.702 1150486.369 286.777 

3157 1578439.862 1150489.309 286.797 

3158 1578088.671 l 150645.112 286.606 

3159 1577699.275 1150812.051 285.389 

3160 1578062.887 1150833.719 287.010 
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3161 1578403.337 1150806.867 287.535 

3162 1578079.566 1151017.168 285.901 

3163 1577724.243 1151185.134 285.786 

3164 1578044.071 1151180.872 287.054 

3165 1578381.529 1151180.619 287.395 

3166 

3167 1577692.256 l 151530.275 286.548 

3168 1577991.804 1151532.218 287.127 

3169 1578374.894 1151544.352 287.876 

3170 1578020.273 1151751.949 288.644 

3171 1577674. 798 1151873.751 306.136 

3172 1578017.933 1151906.144 290.991 

3173 1578354.080 1151889.530 289.403 

After the remeasurement, the RMS decreased significantly, especially the RMS on the vertical 

controls, because the vertical controls do not have definite marks on the ground. Therefore, if the 

measurements are within a certain limit and the heights of these ground marks do not deviate from the 

known values, the only error source is a measurement for one control point that is not identical. This type 

of error can be detected by using the residuals from the triangulation results for each point. 

Because the epipolar condition is also applied in the triangulation, the measurement errors in the 

pass points will also affect the triangulation results. Again, the residuals of the pass points can be used as 

a mean to remove the not-identical-spot problem, provided control measurements are good. 

Because all of the following processes use the triangulation results, the quality of the 

triangulation is critical. 
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Table 4.6 RMS of the Difference 

RMS of x y z K qi OJ 

Differences @ m m m deg, deg, deg, 

Pass Points 0.398 0.478 0.544 

Exterior Orientation 0.619 1.584 0.702 0.126 0.062 0.024 

The table 4.6 shows the RMS of the difference for pass points and for the exterior orientation 

parameters from the aerial triangulation performed by Albany and SoftPlotter. The standard error of 

differences in coordinates less than 0.5 m is acceptable for setting the analogue stereoplotter. The main 

cause of the differences is the pugging of pass points on one photo resulting in misidentification on the 

others. Some of the differences were found to be larger than 1.5 m (> 3cr), due to this misidentification. 

If these points are not included, then the RMS will be much less. 

The standard error of the aerial camera location is less than 1.5 m, and of the altitude angles less 

than 0.1 deg. This is acceptable for setting the stereo model in the analogue plotter. The standard errors 

vary because the Albany software only estimates exterior orientation parameters while in SoftPlotter the 

exterior orientation is part of the solution. Thus SoftPlotter should give better values of exterior 

orientation parameters than Albany. 

4.2. Creation of TIN 

The Digital Elevation Model (DEM) can be generated after the triangulation. In this project only 

triangular irregular network (TIN) is created. The TIN saves space because unlike DEM the elevations of 

every pixels are determined. 

4.2.1. Stereo-rectification 

After the triangulation, the exterior orientation parameters of each photograph in the strip are 

determined, so that two photographs can be rectified and resampled into the epipolar plane. This process 

is called "stereo-rectification" in SoftPlotter. After stereo-rectification, the images in the same area from 
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both photographs can be displayed and viewed three dimensionally. Because any point on the stereo 

display can be measured too, the ground coordinates of any point are available. The stereo-rectified 

photographs can also be used as the base images for creating DEM or TIN. 

4.2.2. Generating the TIN 

The parameters that need to be defined before creating the TIN are the output format and the 

ground spacing value. For the flat area, larger ground spacing can be used, but smaller ground spacing is 

n.eeded for higher accuracy. The ground spacing used in the TIN is 8 meters. After the output TIN is 

given a name and the area of interest is defined, the TIN can be collected. Here only three models are 

usedtocreatetheTIN. TheyarefromphotographsNo.154, 155, 156,and 157. 

4.2.3. Editing the TIN 

Errors in the image matching can occur at any time. Some flat areas such as the top of buildings 

and the surfaces of bodies of water might have incorrect T!Ns. For some reason, the TIN on the edge of 

each model may also appear to be incorrect. However, the TINS can be edited by changing the heights of 

some points, putting some break lines along certain ground features, or setting the same height for certain 

areas like bodies of water. 

4.2.4. Merging the TINs 

Two or more TINs with common areas can be merged together so that the mean of all of the 

T!Ns in the common area can be used as their representative. The merged TIN is also useful for 

decreasing the distortion in the orthophoto, distortion caused by the difference among the T!Ns from 

different models of the common area. 
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Though the TIN merging function is not available in SoftPlotter, it has the ability to export the 

TIN in ASCII format so that it can be read by other software like Surfer on the PC. The procedure used 

to produce the merged TIN is as follows: 

I. Export the TIN from Surface Tool in SoftPlotter as ASCII files. There are three such files 

because three models are used. 

2. Use Microsoft Excel to merge these three files together and generate one output ASCH file. 

3. Use Surfer in the merged ASCII file, and save it as an ASCII file in the same format as the file 

from Surface Tool. 

4. Import the ASCII file from Surfer and generate the merged TIN in SoftPlotter. 

The merged surface displayed by Surfer is shown in Figure 4.2. Now the common area looks 

considerably better. 

Figure 4.2. Surface of the Merged TIN 
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4.2.5. Generating the DXF Files of the Contours 

Surfer also creates the contours. Figure 4.3. shows the contour lines of this area at contour 

intervals of 1 meter. 

Figure 4.3. l M C.J. the Merged TIN 

These contour lines are satisfactory. On the contour map, the outline of a small pond can be 

seen; there is no contour line through that area. The coordinates marked on the preceding two figures are 

in the real-world coordinate system, IA north of state plane coordinate system. 

The accuracy of these contours is better than 0.5 m. Using the surface and merged files, profiles 

and cross sections can be created. The relative accuracy of such profiles and cross sections should be 

better than 0.1 m, which is acceptable for highway engineering. Using Arc/Info software, these contours 

were compared with those by the IA DOT. (See Figures 4.4. and 4.5.) In the hilly area, Figure 4.4., they 

agree well but in the the flat area, Figure 4.5., the agreement is only fair because of the error in the 

automatic matching. In the areas with buildings, the contours by the IA DOT give ground level contours, 
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while in SoftPlotter the matching is done on the top of the building, which is the feature that is 

photographed. 
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4.3. Creating Orthophotos and Mosaicing 

Once the TIN is created, the orthophoto can be obtained from the TIN and the photographs. 

4.3.1. Generating Orthophotos 

The orthophoto can be generated using the Ortho Tool in SoftPlotter. Since the merged TIN of 

the three models is available from the previous section, the orthophotos are created from the merged TIN. 

For these three models, only two separate orthophotos need to be generated. Photo No. 155 is used to 

generate the orthophoto from models 154/J 55 and 155/J 56; photo No. 156 is used to generate the 

orthophoto from model 1561157. Figures 4.6. and 4.7. show these orthophotos. 

Figure 4.6. Orthophoto from Model 154/J 55, 155/J 56 

Figure 4.7. Orthophoto from Model 156/157 
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4.3.2. Mosaicing 

To mosaic the three models together, the geometric and radiometric distortion must be 

considered. Because they are from different photographs in the stereo pair, the same location can have 

different radiometric values. The same location on the ground may have different radiometric values in 

each photograph because a geometric difference exists between different TINs in the common area. The 

radiometric difference between the photographs in the stereo pair also makes the same location on the 

ground have different radiometric values. Since the merged TIN has been obtained from the previous 

section, the geometric distortion has been decreased to a minimum. The merged TIN also helps to 

decrease the radiometric distortion between models on the orthophoto because the number of orthophotos 

in the mosaicing process is halved. In the SoftPlotter mosaicing tool, the feathering technique is used to 

smooth the borderline between two contiguous orthophotos. Therefore, the difference on radiometric 

values is small and harmonious on the mosaicing. Figure 4.&. shows the mosaicing output. 

Figure 4.&. Mosaicing of the Three Models 

4.4. Digitizing Tool: KDMS 

KDMS Tool is a third-party SoftPlotter software that can be used to do 3-D digitizing. In the 

KDMS Tool, different types of ground features are assigned different code numbers so that they can be 
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placed in different layers. The digitized data can then be saved in a KDMS file, or they can be exported 

as a DXF file or Arc/Info file. 

In this project, four types of ground features are digitized: fence lines, buildings, roads, and 

ponds. These features were compared with the Kern PG2 plotted maps (see Figures 4.9.) and found to be 

satisfactory. Therefore this tool can be used in highway engineering. 

4.5. GIS Application and Map Making 

Comparison batwaen Topo Features 
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Figure 4.9 Comparsion ofSoftplotter with Kern PG2 
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Arc/Info and Arc View are used in this GJS application, and all of the spatial data from SoftPlotter 

and Surfer will also be used. 

There are three coverages from the KDMS tool. Arc/Info is used to process these coverages, 

construct the topology, and import the contour map in DXF format from Surfer. The orthophoto is also 

registered in Arc/Info. After all of these process are completed, Arc View is used to display the map. 
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(See Figure 4_ l 0.) Thus Arcview and the base maps produced by SoftPlotter maps can be used in 

highway engineering. 
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Figure 4.10. Map Made with Arc View 
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4.6. Feasibility of Transferring the Technology 

An advising committee consisting of Alice Welsh (IA DOT Photogrammetric Engineer), Marlee 

Walton (IA DOT Maintenance Engineer), Don Callender (City Engineer), and Steve De Vries (County 

Engineer) was formed. The technology was demonstrated to these members. Appendix F provides 

information about this technology. 

Jeff Danielson, a senior technical staff member of IA DOT who works with the analytical plotter, 

was trained on SoftPlotter for two days. He is able to do the J 1 photo aerial triangulations satisfactorily. 

Jean Borton, who works with Kem PG2 at the IA DOT, was trained on SoftPlotter for three days. 

She is able to plot a stereo pair using KDMS. Again, for more information, see Appendix F. 
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CHAPTER 5. FUTURE APPLICATIONS OF SOFT PHOTOGRAMMETRY 

Unlike analogue and analytical phutogrammetry, soft photogrammmetry has many applications. 

Mapping using low-flight aerial photography and video terrestrial photographs are two applications that 

are useful in highway engineering. The objective of this chapter is to describe the two projects, 

helicopter and video logging, used to study these soft photogrammmetry applications. Another newer, 

rapidly developing technology is virtual reality. It uses spatial data to create three-dimensional (3-D) 

views from different locations in different directions in real time. It will be useful in highway 

engineering for 3-D designing and verification. 

5.1. Helicopter Project 

One of the problems facing U.S. departments of transportation is making improvements to 

existing highway systems within cities. Plans of the existing corridors have to be done on a large scale 

such as 1 inch= 20 ft or 1 :200. To produce topographic maps on a scale of 1 inch 100 ft, photographs 

at a scale of 1 inch= 250 ft or a flying height of 1,500 ft are used. To produce maps at 1 inch= 20 ft, 

photographs at 1 inch= 50 ft or a flying height of 300 ft are required. Unfortunately, the Federal 

Aviation Administration (FAA) restricts aircraft flying height to about 500 ft within cities. To overcome 

this constraint, an alternate platform, a helicopter, is currently being explored. 

Low-altitude photography is not suitable for use with analogue stereoplotters. Analogue 

stereoplotters are designed to work with ground undulations of about 10% of the flying height, which is 

not possible to maintain at low-altitude flying, and with tilt angles less than 5%, which are not always 

possible with helicopters. However, soft photogrammetry can be used with low-altitude photography 

without serious limitations. 

In this research, we used a strip of helicopter photographs over Highway 235 near Des Moines, 

Iowa, to conduct an aerial triangulation as well as create a stereo model, Digital Elevation Model (DEM), 

and orthophoto for pairs of models. 
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5.1.1. Aerial triangulatiou 

209 210 211 21"2 21 3 214 . . ... . ... 
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Figure 5.1. Control ( ~ ) and Pass ( 0) Points for a Strip of Six Photos (209 to 214) 

Figure 5.1. is the layout diagram of a strip of six photographs taken over Highway 235 at a flying 

height of 300 ft using a helicopter fitted with a wide-angle camera. It shows the control points and pass 

points. The objective is to determine the coordinates of the pass points using the control points. The 

relative accuracy of the control points is about± 2 cm and the accuracy required for 1 inch= 20 ft scale 

map is about 10 cm. Therefore, the accuracy is± S cm. The pass point coordinates are sufficient for the 

production of the orthophoto at 1 inch = 20 ft and for the profile and cross-section plotting. 

To create the digital data, the photographs are scanned using an HP Scan jet JC at 300 dpi (dots 

per inch). The size of the pixel at 300 dpi is about 48 µm x 48 µm or about 3 cm x 3 cm at ground scale 

when the scale of the photograph is I inch= SO ft, resulting in digital files of2,000 Mb. Since the cursor 

is about 25 µm, pointing error on the center of the pixel is about ± 1 µm. Thus, the HP Scan jet provides 

the accurate digital data required for this triangulation. 

One of the first steps in aerial triangulation is to perform the interior orientation using the fiducial 

marks in the photographs. The coordinates of the fiducial are known to be± 1 µm from the camera 

calibration. The interior orientation using orthogonal transformation produced a root mean square (RMS) 

of 0.05 mm. The RMS error indicates a distortion error due to film shrinkage, a print error due to 

scanning, and a measurement error. As mentioned earlier, an error of 0.05 mm is acceptable for this 

triangulation. 
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As before, the coordinates are measured simultaneously on the three digital images using mono 

vision. The points are identified using real-time enlargement, contrast, and brightness. Since the 

resolution is about 50 µm, some of the ground control targets on asphalt are hard to identify. Perhaps 600 

or 400 dpi will help to identify the targets better, which means large storage, the use of a larger computer, 

etc. 

Table 5.1. shows the control point coordinates obtained from aerial triangulation by SoftPlotter 

and ground survey (Albany). For the helicopter photograph, the RMS of the difference in x, y, and z 

between the SoftPlotter aerial triangulation and the ground survey is about 3 cm. This is acceptable for 1 

inch = 20 ft mapping. 

Table 5.1. Control Point Coordinates from SoftPlotter and Albany 

From SoftPlotter From Albany 

Point No. Point Type X(m} Y(m) Z(m) x y z 

1204 c 487956.322 177206.229 281.572 

1205 c 487936.843 177261.679 283.300 487936.856 177261.699 283.301 

1206 c 488047.110 177209.188 281.417 488047.068 177209.183 281.382 

1208 c 488156.367 177208.200 279.567 488156.429 177208.156 279.633 

1210 c 488265.852 177205.563 277.448 488265.846 177205.577 277.418 

1211 c 488265.391 177257.792 277.339 488265.364 177257.807 277.337 

ForX For Y ForZ 

RMS 0.036 0.023 0.036 

5.1.2. DEM and Orthophoto 

The exterior orientation elements of the photograph obtained by aerial triangulation are then used 

by SoftPlotter to rectify the photograph and convert the model coordinates to epipolar coordinates for 

good stereo viewing. The Surface Tool in SoftPlotter automatically obtains the DEM for the model area, 

using the auto correlation technique. Because the terrain undulation is more than 10% of the flying 
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height, the automatic DEM has to be manually edited with care. This manual editing is performed by 

checking the bad points indicated by the software and then by creating and viewing the automatic 

contours. Where the contour does not agree with the terrain, the points and areas are manually edited. 

Each model's DEM is then joined together using the PC software, Surfer. Figure 2 shows the ground 

surface created from the two models. The surface clearly shows the overpass and the embankment. 

Therefore, preliminary design can be done directly on the 3-D surface either in Surface Tool or in Surfer. 

Again, the surface shows the large ground undulation, which causes problems in automatic image 

matching. 

Figure I Ground Surface of the Two Models 
Figure 5.2 

Using SoftPlotter's Mosaic Tool, the edited DEMs, and the central photograph 210, we create the 

mosaiced orthophoto from the pair of stereo models (209, 210) and (210, 211). The initial view of the 

orthophoto area will indicate areas of bad DEM typically height distortion dr (r/H)dh at a distance r 
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from the center of the photograph, where His the flying height and dh is the undulation. For this altitude, 

it was necessary to create DEM at 112 m grid intervals, which means large volumes of data; the manual 

editing of these data would require a great deal of time. Figure 5.3. shows an orthophoto that needs some 

manual editing at the edge of the overpass. Figure 5.4. shows an orthophoto in which most of the manual 

editing is done. The accuracy of the orthophoto is expected to be ± 1 0 cm and the resolution is about 5 

cm, which is good for 1 inch = 20 ft mapping. Since the typical resolution of aerial cameras is about 1 to 

2 cm (which is the practical limit possible), the resolution of the orthophoto can be improved by using 

higher dpi scanners. 

A view of the orthophoto in Figure 5.4. clearly indicates that it can be used for designing 

highway improvements; further, by using high-resolution scanners, the orthophoto's resolution will be 

two to three times better. However, higher resolution scanners will not necessarily improve the geometric 

accuracy but will increase the storage space by four to nine times. 

Figure 5.3. Orthophoto 
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Figure 5.4. Edited Orthophoto 
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5.2. Video Logging Images for As-bnilt Survey and Monitoring Road Conditions 

The Iowa Department of Transportation takes video images every 25 ft along primary 

and secondary roads, using a van equipped with two video (digital) cameras and a differential 

phase code global positioning system (GPS) receiver (see Figure 5.5.). 

Soft photogrammetry can be used to create a stereo model from these digital images, 

provided the digital cameras are calibrated. Measurements on the stereo model can be used to 

obtain X, Y, and Z coordinates or stations, perpendicular offsets, and elevations of points along 

the roads. This information can be used to plot the "as-is" plans, profiles, and cross sections. 

Photo 5.6. shows the target setup used to calibrate the video cameras. Table 5.1. shows the 

results of the calibration. Photo 5.7. shows a video 

imagery along a secondary road, and Figure 5.8. shows the plan obtained by soft 

photogrammetry. 

Figure 5.5. Van with Video Camera and GPS Receiver 

Figure 5.7 Video Imagery of Secondary Road 

Figure 5.6 Calibration Targets for Video Camera 
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Figure 5.8 Plotted Details from SoftPlotter Measurements 
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Soft photogrammetry can also be used to monitor road conditions using the radiometric 

values (gray scales) recorded by the video camera. Figure 5. J J. shows the black and white image 

of a color video image. The Imagine, an image analysis software in soft photogrammetry, is then 

used to classify road conditions. Figure 5.9. shows the area selected for classification, and Figure 

5.11. shows the details of the road conditions after classification. Figure 5.10. and the related 

radiometric values can be used to monitor the road conditions. The location of the area can be 

determined from the stereo model and the GPS data. 

Figure 5.9. Area of Interest in the Original Image Figure 5.10. Unsupervised Classification 
after Edge Enhancement 

Figure 5.11. Original Imagery 
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Table 5.2 Calibration of Video Cameras 

INPUT DA TA FOR BLOCK 
7 

24.515 
2.555 

11.370 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

5 

24.515 
2.555 

11.370 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

29.920 29.920 
2.550 2.550 

38.330 38.330 
0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 

1 RESIDUAL AND OBSERVATION EQUATION BEFORE 1 ST CYCLE 

S.NO. PT.NO. RES. IN X RES. IN Y 
I l -126.557 111.447 
2 3 -154.280 106.666 
3 7 -151.9!4 84.626 
4 9 -132.298 99.096 
5 10 -!60.330 95.751 
6 15 -142.089 116.404 
7 18 -140.904 102.660 
8 2 -!76.575 98.724 
2 3 Cl87.013 100.514 
9 6 -175.135 86.261 
6 15 -164.799 112.089 
7 18 -162.444 103.476 

INTERIOR ORIENTATION PARAMETERS 

0.48978E-05 -0.43389E-05 -0.67630E+03 -0.42784E-04 -0.38900E-05 -0.41242E-06 -0.38149£-06 0.33371 E-12 0.1201 lE-24 

!CYCLE= 4 VARIANCE= 0.227540E+OO NDF= 12 

CAMERA CALIBERATION OF THEVI_right SS 1997 
NO. OF PHOTOS. 2 

NO. OF CONTROL POINTS. 9 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM. 12 

NO. OF CYCLES. 4 
VARIAN CE OF UNIT WEIGHT= 0.22867E+OO 
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RESULTS 
INTERIOR ORIENTATION 

x y F Kl* 10**-6 K2*!0**-12 K3*10**-18 Pl* 10**-6 P2*l0**-12 P3*10*~-18 

0.0000048 -0.0000043 -676.299 -0.000043 -0.000004 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

STD. 0.!51E-01 0.151E-01 0.!51E-01 0.478£-02 0.478£-02 0.478£-02 0.478£-02 0.478E-02 0.478E-02 

WEIGHT O.JOOE+04 O.!OOE+04 O.!OOE+04 0.100E+05 0.!00£+05 0. !OOE+OS O.!OOE+OS O.!OOE+OS O.JOOE+OS 

EXTERIOR ORIENTATION 

PHOTO NO. 1- 0 XO YO zo KAPPRAD.), I PHl(RAD.) OMEGA(RAD.) 

24.283183 l.910004 7.755757 -0.012973 -0.213760 -0153167 

STD.ERROR 0.358108 0.486095 1.164520 0.040415 0.009784 0.009845 

WEIGHT 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

RESIDUALS ON CONTROL POINTS (PHOTOCO-ORDINATE UNITS) 

S.NO. POINT NO. X-COORDINATE Y-COORDINATE Z-COORDINATE RESIDUALS IN X RESDIUALS IN Y 
I I 28.706 -2.051 -8.216 0.000006 0.000001 
2 3 22.530 -l.639 -7.225 0.000030 -0.000025 
3 7 23.771 -4.295 -7.108 0.000023 -0.000024 
4 9 31.350 -3.880 -32.929 0.000009 -0.000030 
5 IO 2 l.239 -3.765 -31.251 -0.000028 -0.000038 
6 15 29.558 4.467 -71.975 0.000011 0.000190 
7 18 29.536 -5.806 -72.079 0.000018 -0.000163 

EXTERIOR ORIENTATION 

PHOTO NO. 2- 0 XO YO zo KAPPRAD.), I PHl(RAD.) OMEGA(RAD.) 
31.583984 3.601993 38.727395 -0.021737 -0.220170 -0.167621 

STD.ERROR 0.644952 0.698797 1.617853 0.040664 0.010567 0.009170 

WEIGHT 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

RESIDUALS ON CONTROL POINTS (PHOTO CO-ORDINATE UNITS) 

S.NO. POINT NO. X-COORDINATE Y-COORDINATE Z-COORDINA TE RESIDUALS IN X RESDIUALS IN Y 
8 2 25.877 -1.305 -7.409 0.000027 0.000003 
2 3 22.530 -1.639 -7.225 -0.000040 0.000008 
9 6 25.827 -5.098 -7.444 0.000027 -0.000045 
6 IS 29.558 4.467 -71.975 -0.000004 -O.OOOI65 
7 I8 29.536 -5.806 -72.079 0.000004 O.OOOI63 
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5.3. Integration of Soft Photogrammetry and Virtual Reality 

Soft photogrammetry is the science of making measurements in three dimensions using 

stereo digital imagery. The advent of computer technology has facilitated its development. Soft 

photogrammetry is mainly used in topographic mapping from aerial photographs. Figure 5.12. 

shows the surface polygon developed by soft photogrammetry, Figure 5.13. shows the 

topographic infonnation produced by soft photogrammetry for Geographic lnfonnation System, 

and Figure 5.14. shows the Silicon Graphics workstation set up for soft photogrammetry, 

Surface from SoftP!ottcr 

Figure 5.12. 

Iowa State University 
Buildings and Roads 

1:10000 
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~ 
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Figure 5.13. 
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figure 5.14. SoftPiotter TM on Silicon Graphics Workstation 

5.3.1. Virtual Prototyping 

Virtual reality is the science of using polygons to view an item in three dimensions from 

any location and direction. According to Howard Rheingold, it is "an experience in which a 

person is surrounded by a three-dimensional computer-generated representation and is able to 

move around in the virtual world and see it from different angles, to reach into it, grab it and 

Figure 5.15. The world of Virtual Reality 
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reshape it." See Figures 5.15. and 

5.16. Here too, computer 

technology has facilitated its 

development. Currently this is 

mainly used in virtual 

prototyping. 



5.3.2. Virtual Reality Environment 

Figure 5.16. A Virtual Reality Environment 

Currently both technologies use 200-Hz Silicon Graphics computers with 2 to 4 Gb of 

disk space. Thus both technologies are computation intensive. Soft photogrammetry can be used 

to obtain the 3-D spatial data required to create polygons in virtual reality. See Figures 5.12. and 

5.15. In soft photogrammetry, a 3-D view is obtained from one location and in one direction, 

while in virtual reality, it is possible to get a 3-D view from any location and direction. It appears 

that integration of the two technologies will contribute to the development of both. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

In many aspects, soft photogrammetry is now an improvement on analytical 

photogrammetry. SoftPlotter, the soft photogrammetric software used in this study, is comparable or 

better than other currently available software such as Integraph and Socket. It now uses Silicon 

Graphics and Unix workstations. The 1NT mips, a PC software that does not have stereo vision 

capability, is therefore not comparable to SoftPlotter. Computer technology is advancing rapidly and 

software such as SoftPlotter should be able to use the PC window NT in the near future. When 

compared to Silicon Graphics, the PC is cheaper and most users are already familiar with its 

operations. 

The Campus Project demonstrated that soft photogrammetry is accurate for all aspects of 

traditional photogrammetry and can also be nsed for producing large-scale orthophoto and base 

maps for Geographic Information System (GIS) applications. The project showed that flatbed 

scanners with 300 dots per inch ( dpi) to 600 dpi give sufficient geometric accuracy for use in soft 

photogrammetry. 

The Highway Project demonstrated that soft photogrammetry is accurate for highway 

engineering applications. The project showe~ that the technical staff at the Iowa Department of 

Transportation (IA DOT) can be easily trained in this technology. Highway, county, and city 

engineers who are on the advisory committee for this study also felt that this technology is useful for 

many aspects of civil engineering and can be easily transferred. This project also showed that the 

drum scanner of 900 dpi provides sufficient geometric accuracy for soft photogrammetry. 

The Helicopter Project demonstrated that soft photogrammetry can be used for low-flight, 

large-scale mapping; the Video Logging Project showed that soft photogrammetry can be adopted 

for inventory and GIS studies. 

With research, virtual reality can be used in the three-dimensional (3-D) designing of 

highways and subdivisions. Soft photogrammetry can be used to collect the spatial coordinates of the 

polygons used in virtual reality. 

6.1. Recommendation 

We recommend that IA DOT use soft photogrammetry for producing orthophoto and base 

maps for GIS applications. 

Analytical steroplotters, because of their accuracy and versatility, will be in demand for years 

to come. However, the analogue steroplotters will be off the market mainly because of their cost and 

their requirement for skilled operators. We therefore recommend that analogue stereoplotters be 

phased out and replaced by soft photogrammetry. 
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Helicopter photography with soft photogrammetry is recommended for large-scale mapping. 

Research is needed to develop methods to calibrate digital cameras so that they can replace the aerial 

cameras in helicopter photography. 

We also recommend that a flatbed scanner of 750 dpi to 1,000 dpi with a 23 cm x 23 cm 

format be developed. Such a scanner is geometrically accurate for most highway engineering 

applications. 

Video logging is currently used in highway maintenance. We recommend that research be 

conducted to use video imagery with soft photogrammetry for inventory and GIS studies. Also, 

research on automatic feature extraction should be performed. Finally, we recommend that research 

be conducted to develop methods of integrating soft photogrammetry and virtual reality. Virtual 

reality will lead to the 3-D designing of highways and subdivisions. 
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Description of Hardware 

1. SiliconGraphic Indigo2™ and XL/XL Dual Head Graphics 

The hardware inventory from the system is listed as: 

Iris Audio Processor: version A2 revision l. LO 
1-200 MHz IP22 Processor 
FPU: MIPS R4010 Floating Point Chip Revision: 0.0 
CPU: MIPS R4400 Processor Chip Revision: 6.0 
On-board serial ports: 2 
On-board bi-directional parallel port 
Data cache size: 16 Kbytes 
Instruction cache size: 16 Kbytes 
Secondary unified instruction/data cache size: 2 Mbytes 
Main memory size: 64 Mbytes 
EISA bus:. adapter 0 
Integral Ethernet: ecO, version 1 
Integral SCSI controller 1: Version WD33C93B, revision D 
Disk drive: unit 5 on SCSI controller 1 
Tape drive: unit 2 on SCSI controller 1: DAT 
Integral SCSI controller 0: Version WD33C93B, revision D 
CDROM: unit 3 on SCSI controller 0 
Disk drive: unit 1 on SCSI controller 0 
Graphics board: XL • Graphics board: XL 

Basically this is a system with 200 MHz processor with FPU, 64 MB memory. Two 
disk drives(2GB internal and 4GB external), one tape drive( 4mm DAT), one CDROJ'vf are 
used as input/output devices. Dual head display is used. 

2. Use of Storage Space 

Take the high94 project as an example. There are three photographs in this project. 
The total storage space used by the three digital images is about 60 MB, at a resolution 
about 50 µ.The use of the whole project is: 
• Block Tool: 43 MB 
• Stereo Tool: 61 MB 
• DEM Tool: 0.6 MB 
• Surface Tool: 22 MB 
• Ortho Tool : 2 MB 
• KDMS Tool: 2 MB 
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The sum of the above is about 200 MB, including the raw images. The space used in 
DEM Tool, Surface Tool depends on the ground spacing and the size of area of interest. 
Here a ground space of about 10 meters was used. 

3. 3D Mouse, Foot Pedal and Crystaleye Stereo Viewing 

3D mouse, foot pedal is used to facilitate the control and digitizing process. The 
Crystaleye stereo emitter is used to control the displaying of the stereo images for 
stereoviewing. Their connection to the system is shown in the hardware connection 
diagrams. 
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Description of Software 

1. System 

The system is based on UNIX system, here !RlS from SiliconGraphics is used as the software 
environment. All the commands like cp, ls, rm, mkdir, rrndir and so on can be performed. To start 
SoftPlotter, type 

% softplotter 

Here% is the system prompt. 

2. SoftPlotter 

SoftPlotter is a menu-driven software, it consists of two major parts: Tool Bar and rhe individual 
modules. All the individual modules are arranged inside the Tool Bar. 

Tool Bar 

The Tool Bar contains the database and definitions for the whole project, it also controls the invocation 
of all these individual modules or tools. Under the Tool Bar the following functions can be done: 

• Ne'\v project Directory: create a ne\V project directory 
Set Project Directory: change fron1 the current project directory to another project directory 

• About SoftPlotter: Something about SoftPlotter 
• Exit: exit from SoftPlotter 
• Project Definition: change the definition of the current project such as the reference frame, the type of 

projection, format of the outputs and so on. 
• Camera Editor: edit or add new camera interior orientation data in the central camera database so that 

it can be used in any of the projects. 
• Projection Editor: edit the projection or add a new project to the projection database 
• Coordinate Calculator: convert the coordinates from one reference frame to another 
• Set Preference: set the preference used in this project 
• Use Current Project As Default: set the current project as default project 

The individual modules contained in the Tool Bar are: 

• PM Tool 
• Block Tool 
• Stereo Tool 

• DEM Tool 

• Surface Tool 

• Ortho Tool 

• Mosaic Tool 

• Measuration Tool 

• KDMSTool 
• DGN Tool 

• IMAGINE 
• TERRAMODEL 

Individual Modules 
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1.0 DIGITAL PHOTOGRAMMETRIC 
WORKSTATION 
A digital photogrammetric workstation (DPW) is different from an analytical plotter in terms of 
the input data as well as the potential for automated image measurement and matching. The input 
data in case of a DPW is a scanned image that is of very large size, for example, about 133 
megabytes for an aerial photograph of size 230 x 230 millimeter scanned at 20 micrometer reso
lution. Such large sizes are handled through smart file formats and image compression technics 
in some softwares. Smart file formats is capable of efficient memory management ant efficient 
processing through use of such techniques as image tiling and image pyramids. The digital tech
nology adds the new valuable techniques of automated image measurements and image match
ing. In this report, a comparative discussion of two digital photogrammetric systems, viz., Inte
graph Integrated NT digital system and SoftPlotter softcopy workstation is attempted. 

1.1 Integraph Integrated NT Digital System 
This system is a product from the INTEGRAPH Software Solutions. The system architecture 

includes 

• Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP) architecture that allows system scalability 

• Windows NT operating system that offers scalability across generations of processors, sup
port on multiple processor families and a native implementation of symmetric multiprocess
ing 

• Open Graphics Library (OpenGL) for faster raster and vector operations which is an open 
Application Programmer's Interface for high performance, technical graphics operations with 
native support for stereo display. 

The capabilities of lmageStation products supports such requirements as 

• Management of very large images 

• Support for very large monitors 

• Smooth and continuous roam across the entire image 

• Stereo display in a window 

• Stereo vector superimposition 

• Fully functional data capture during roam 

• 16 bit per pixel panchromatic stereo processing 

• Epipolar resampling 

• Bicubic interpolation 

• 5 x 5 convolution filtering 
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• Automatic convolution filter selection during zoom 

• Automatic dynamic range adjustment 

• N bit to 8 bit display mapping and gamma correction 

The on-the-fly epipolar resampling is supposed to remove time consuming step of batch resam
pling images prior to stereo exploitation. The other requirements were to enhance greatly quality 
of displayed imagery so that the task of image enhancement is no more necessary. 

It is possible to use advanced processor technology as they are available in the future with mini
mum of system modifications. 

1.2 SoftPlotter™ Softcopy Workstation 
SoftPlotter is an object oriented design and is based on Silicon Graphics, Inc. (SGI) hardware. 
SGI is capable of performing all phases of photogrammetric production process. The object ori
ented design aspect of the SoftPlotter product allows the system to be extended to meet unique 
customer requirements. It also uses an open system computer technology. 

The miscellaneous software capabilities include 

• Flexible use of reference frames (geographic, map projections, arbitrary cartesian, terrestrial 
( terrestrial only)); products can be generated in any reference frame regardless of the source 
data reference frames 

• Switching of linear units for any product at any time 

• Use of Reduced Resolution Data Sets (RRDS) to speed up image data access at other than 
1: 1 processing and all display functions; these are in files independent of the source image 
and can be deleted to free up disk space since they can be generated as and when required. 

• Batch processing capability that allows the user to generate script file for sequential pro 
cessing ( e.g., stereopair creation, DTM generation, orthorectification) 

• Use of "project definition parameters" to provide default parameters for most processing 
steps; for example, DTM collection spacing, orthophoto resolution, linear units and reference 
frame, so that data entry is minimized. 

• The SoftPlotter product comes standard with ERDAS IMAGINE software, Plus 3 Ter
rarnodel Contour software, and -optionally, with MicroStation from Bentley Systems. 

2.0 HARDWARE CONFIGURATIONS 

2.1 Integraph Integrated NT Digital System 
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The Integraph integrated digital photogrammetric system consists of the following hardware 
components: 

-Photoscan TD 

-ScanServer 

-Imagestation Z 

PhotoScan TD is a manually operated system that includes the scanner module with or without 
the roll-feed capability and a host workstation running under the Windows NT operating system. 
The base system includes 4 GB of disk storage and will accommodate additional internal or ex
ternal disk drives. Scanning may be performed at resolutions of 7, 14, 21, 28, 56, 112 and 224 
microns. The tricolor CCD is capable of single pass color scanning. 

ScanServer is an alternative to PhotoScan TD. It is a system for automatic scanning of roll 
feed based film. This system includes a scanner module as in PhotoScan TD but with roll feed 
option and a server class workstation with a RAID disk subsystem. It has a 27 GB disk capacity, 
hardware JPEG compression, tape backup system, and a complete display system including a 
21" monitor. The base system can accommodate up to five additional 9 GB disk drives. More 
disk expansion can be added through addition of a second InterRAID cabinet. It has the capabil
ity of acting as an image server for a small cluster of processing workstations. The AutoScan 
Software helps unattended scanning of roll film. Some main features of AutoScan Software are: 

• Scar1 Project Management 

• Automatic film positioning 

• Automatic radiometric measurements 

• Automatic fiducial measurement 

• Automatic image pyramid generation 

• File name, disk space management 

• Network Scanning 

• Project Report 

ImageStation Z offers stereo roam capability that allows moving the stereomodel smoothly be
hind the measuring mark, similar to moving the stage or plates behind the floating mark on ana
logue or analytical stereoplotters. This enables the operator to follow features such as rivers and 
roads across the extent of the stereo model. The other main features of the ImageStation Z are; 

• Stereo viewing kit; ten-button two-handed cursor 
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• High precision D-sized (34" X 22") digitizing surface in a single surface table ; Adjustable 
Cyborg Chair 

• JPEG image Compression Processor 

• Expandable deskside chassis with dual or quad 200Mhz Pentium Pro CPU or 512KB cache 
per CPU 

• 128 MB of memory (4 banks/8 SIMM sockets total) 

• Single or dual RealiZM 225 3D graphics accelerator providing a maximum resolution of 
2.5Mpixels 

• Single 21'', dual 21" or single 28" multi-sync high resolution monitor; Single surface monitor 
table 

• One 4GB system drive and two additional 4 GB internal disk drives 

• Separate internal (fast 20) and external SCSI buses; 8X CD-ROM 

• Ethernet controller with l 011 OOBase-TX support 

• Creative Labs Sound Blaster -16C™ audio with FM synthesizer 

• One parallel port and two 16C550 compatible serial ports 

• Three front accessible 5.25" drive bays available; the front accessible bays also support inter
nal 3.5'', 1 n disk drives 

• Multimedia keyboard, 3-button mouse, 3.5" floppy disk drive 

• One copy of Windows NT operating system 

2.2 SoftPlotterrM Softcopy Workstation 
SoftPlotter uses the fast 200MHz SGI Indigo2 workstation based on UNIX that has a 4 MB sec
ondary cache. Peripherals includes 

• 8mm Exabytre and 9-track tape drive 

• A CD-ROM drive 

• A 20GB external disk drive 

Stereographics field sequential display image technology is used for stereoviewing. The sys
tem features an interactive 3D cursor known as SoftMouse. It is a custom designed and ergo-
nomically shaped photogrammetry measuring device. · 
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3.0 SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION 
3. l .Integraph Integrated NT Digital System 
The workflow in Integrated NT-Digital Photogrammetry System may be grouped into two cat
egories: 

1. Visual Database Creation that includes photo scanning, image mensuration and triangula
tion (orientation and/or bundle block adjustment), and epipolar image generation, if necessary. 
The epipolar imagery may be generated on the fly. 

2. Visual Database Exploitation that includes 3-D feature /DTM collection, CAD model gen- . 
eration, and orthophoto creation. 

3 .1.1.Digital Mensuration And Triangulation 
ImageStation Photogrammetric Manager (ISPM) provides photogrammetric data manage
ment tools with entry/edit menus, the bulk input/output of photograrnmetric data and 
import/export options for third party photograrnmetric packages. 

Orientation And/Or Triangulation: 
ImageStation Model Setup (ISMP) is a module for single image/model orientation and pro
vides func tionalities for Interior Orientation, Relative Orientation, Absolute Orientation and 
single image resection. 

ImageStation Digital Mensuration (ISDM) provides a multi-image ( up to six images at a 
time), multi-sensor point transfer and measurement environment for photo triangulation work
flow. Facility for Auto Correlation and on-line integrity checks are provided for better accuracy. 
It is possible to access Image enhancement and image manipulation functions while performing 
the mensuration task. 

Conventional Bundle Block Adjustment 
PhotoT, which is included in ISDM product provides the user with an interactive interface to 
perform conventional bundle adjustment process. Standard least square bundle adjustment proce
dure is used incorporating apriori information for exterior orientation parameters. In addition, 
such operations as blunder detection, variance-covariance computation, detecting photos/models, 
quality control analysis for IO, RO, AO, Bundle adjustment parameters, drawing footprints, 
drawing 3-D points, and bulk processing can be performed in PhotoT. 
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Automatic Bundle Block Adjustment 
ImageStation MATCH-AT (ISAT) is an automated aerotriangulation package combined with 
editing facility and provides an interface with ISDM. The main module here, MATCH-AT au
tomates point transfer and tie point measurements. However, an initial parameter set-up, the inte
rior orientation, and interactive measurement of control points are required at the beginning. The 
results of automatic block adjustments can be analyzed and edited if necessary. As good ap
proximate values of the exterior orientation parameters are critical for successful image match
ing, it is suggested such values be obtained from onboard Global Positioning System (GPS) or 
Inertial Navigation System (INS). MATCH-AT uses image pyramids and coarse to fine resolu
tion image matching operations in order to overcome some of the difficulties, including uncer
tainty due to terrain relief, regarding initial approximation of parameters. 

3 .1.2.Epipolar Resampling 
Epipolar resampling involves rearrangements of pixels in each digital photo of a stereomodel in 
such a way as to remove all the y-parallaxes. The result is the removal of effects of tilt, dip and 
swing of the aircraft and such other corrections as earth curvature, atmospheric refraction, lens 
distortion . However, it is not necessary to create stereo epipolar imagery in advance for 3-D ex
ploitation using Integraph NT based photogrammetry products. 

3.1.3 3-D Feature And DTM Extraction 
A ftpr tr1-;i,nO"nl-;:itinn -::.nil Arii:>nt-:.tfnn i'-' rf"\mnlPtPA T"P.C':lrnnl1no 1ntn P.n1nnf-::..,. NPnm,..tru ic- rln.n""' nn 
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the fly for each stereo model. 3D feature/DTM extraction is carried out by ImageStaion Stereo 
Display (ISSD), MicroStation Feature Collection (MSFC), ImageStaion DTM Collection (ISDC) 
and ImageStation MATCH-T (ISMT) products. 

Stereo Display 
ImageStaion Stereo Display (ISSD) displays and manipulate monochromatic, color index and 
color composite images and uses layer capability to load and process multiple image file. It uses 
image interlace technology for stereo display. 

Map Feature Collection 
MicroStation Feature Collection (MSFC) provides a digitizing system for collecting and edit
ing map features and uses screen-based icon-driven menus to provide an interface designed for 
map production. 
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DTM Collection 
ImageStaion DTM Collection (ISDC) provides an interactive method for stereo compilation of 
digital terrain model using MSFC to setup feature definitions such as DTM points and breaklines 
for ISDC. The collected elevation data can be used by Integraph DTM products such as MSM, 
InRoads or InSurv to create contours or other engineering modeling. It can also be used in MGE 
product to creation and revision of digital land base. 

Automatic DTM Collection 
ImageStation MA TCH-T (ISMT) provides a method for automatic generation of elevation data 
via batch processing. DTM points are extracted from digital aerial and SPOT stereo pair images 
in a stepwise manner by going through a pyramidal data structure. At each pyramidal level, a 
preliminary matching of conjugate image points are made, projected into an object space for 3-D 
intersection and processed through a robust DTM modelling with bilinear finite elements. The 
main features of ISMT are: 

• Raster file structure 

• DTM generation in a model, object or user defined coordinate system 

• DTM generation from B&W and color imagery 

• SPOT image capture using Rational Functions 

• Batch Processing and output into design file 

• Suppression of grid points near breaklines 

• Separate class definition and symbologies for points of different statistical qualities 

• Use of exiting DTM points to improve automatic DTM generation 

• Use of surface reconstruction module to capture DTM points in poor texture areas 

• On-line visualization tools to monitor DTM point quality 

• Borderlines that are exploded to avoid edge effects 

3 .1.4 Orthophoto Generation 
Base Rectifier is a component of the ortho rectification system. It can create a digital orthophoto 
from an input image. Any ground feature collected in stereo 3-D extraction can be displayed in 
their true orthographic positions directly on top of the newly generated orthophoto. Additional 
digitizing in 2-D can also be performed directly on top of the orthophoto. The output pixel size 
can be chosen in terms of ground units or by defining the number of rows and columns in the 
output image. The user can define the type of resampling method, the pixel spacing for the an
chor points, different tile sizes, the number of overviews and how they are processed, and the co
ordinates and rotation of the output image. Integraph DTM products can be used to analyze plan 
or perspective view of topographic features, triangles, surface mesh, contours, and color-coded 
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elevations. Design files can be creates in the required projection system. IRASC or MBI prod
ucts can display orthophotoes, do mosaicking, digitize, and annotate required planimetric fea
tures. 

3.2 SoftPlottefTM Softcopy Workstation 
A Graphical User Interlace (GUI) based on OSF MOTIF is used throughout the SoftPlotter 
system features Production Manager tool that allows point and click archiving and dearchiving 
of project at any level from a single file to a full back up provide automatic data organization for 
the user. Thus the UNIX operating system and commands are sheltered from the user to a great 
extent. I.e., the SoftPlotter is built around a "Project" concept. A project contains source data, in
terim products, and final products. The Tool Bar serves as the launching pad for the various 
modules of the SoftPlotter software . 

3 .2.1 Import 
SoftPlotter accepts scanned images, color or black and white from all major scanners. Standard 
imagery import features are included for ERDAS JMAGINE, ERDAS LAN, TIFF. Vexcel scan
ner, Wherli scanner, and generic binary file formats. It also imports SPOT imagery in the IA and 
lB formats, both mu1tispectra1 and panchromatic. 

3.2.2 Triangulation 
Triangulation data can be imported in standard ASCII output file from external packages PAT
B, JFK, and ALBANY software packages, or may be performed on the system. SoftPlotter uses 
Multi Sensor Triangulation (MST) which supports simultaneous triangulation of standard 
frame, terrestrial, aerial, satellite and panoramic imagery. The bundle adjustment is based on rig
orous sensor models and computes rational functions for each image after the bundle is com
plete. The rational function is utilized in all subsequent operations making the software sensor
independent. 

The SoftPlotter triangulation carries out a least square block bundle adjustment with precision 
assigned to all parameters in the solution measured and known. Individual image measurements 
of ground points and images can be individually turned on or off. The Block Tool module is re
sponsible for import of imagery, interior orientation of all imagery, the triangulation process, and 
creation of support data for all frames in the triangulation. 

The Stereo Tool generates stereopairs for general viewing. The stereopairs are formed by epipo
lar resampling of the imagery to create a parallax-free set of images. The stereopair so created 
are sensor independent. A floating cursor is implemented. The epipolar cursor is controlled by 
the SoftMouse. 
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3.2.3 Batch Processing and Automation 
SoftPlotter has a batch scripting process to allow computation intensive tasks by lining up ste
reopairs, DTM collections and orthophotos in advance to run during off hours when interactive 
processing such as triangulation measurements, interactive editing of DTM and mosaicking is 
not being performed. The applicable processes include: 

• Automatic Interior Orientation (AIO) of digitized imagery and import of the imageries into 
designated blocks. 

• Automatic Tie Point Selection and Measurements (ATPS) on entire strips. Only ground 
point identification and measurement is to be done by the operator. 

• Stereopair warping. 

• Automatic DTM Collection. 

• Orthophoto generation. 

3.2.4 DTM I TIN 
The DEM Tool is used to automatically collect DEM from overlapping images by a proprietary 
digital correlation technique. It provides interactive stereoscopic editing, import of external 
DEMs (ERDAS IMAGINE format), and exporting DEM data to a binary format. 

The Surface Tool is commonly used to describe terrain surface and is based on TIN data storage 
formats. It is different from the DEM Tool in that it collects data relative to the stereomodel 
boundary as opposed to a "North Up" orientation in ground space. It generates contours in near 
real time with variable interval and displays with color coding. It also can interact with the 
KDMS Tool, if present, to provide professional contouring and additional terrain data editing 
functions. 

Existing 2D files, commonly in vector format, may be imported into SoftPlotter and view with 
stereo superimposition by passing the horizontal coordinates through the TIN surface to deter
mine elevations for all points. The Plus 3 TERRAMODEL Contour Package provided with 
the system offers additional capabilities in TIN manipulation, contouring and profiling, including 
import and export of ASCII and DXF file data. 

3.2.5 Vector Mapping I Data Capture 
The KDMS Tool (Kork Digital Mapping System) and the DGN Tool are vector mapping soft
wares for map compilation, built upon the SoftPlotter Application Programmer Interface 
(API). The files are in standard KDMS file format and Standard DGN file format respectively. 
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3.2.6 Orthophoto Generation I Mosaicking 
The Ortho Tool handles orthorectification of images from the triangulation based on DEM or 
TIN terrain information through batch processing. It is used to generate digital ·orthoimages for 
the mosaicking step. The Mosaic Tool does the job of mosaicking the orthoimageries into a 
single image file. The tool include the ability to simply collage an area or the use of interactive 
cutlines and feathering for seamless image generation. 

3.2.7 Image Processing 
SoftP!otter is fully integrated with ERDAS IMAGINE Mapper SoftP!otter uses IMAGINE 
Tool for raster and vector data import, image processing, map composition and plotting. It works 
in native ERDAS file formats for imagery and DEMs. 

4.0 CONCLUSION 
It can be seen that the INTEGRAPH system has added hardware units for scanning of photo 

data whereas the SoftPlotter depends upon already scanned data for subsequent treatments. 

In regard of basic computational photogrammetric functionalities, the INTEGRAPH uses third 
party products such as MACH-AT, where as the SoftP!otter, though seems to be self sufficient in 
this regard, provides optional use of products such as Plus 3 TERRAMODEL. 

For other photograrnmetric purposes such as mapping and digitizing, both the systems integrates 
with itselves already existing and products of proven capabilities. 

Both these system seem to be comparable in matters of photograrnmetric products generated. Yet 
different tools used for various steps of processing of photograrnmetric data is different 
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Comparison between SoftPlotter and Socet 

SoftPlotter is a digital photogrammetry software package from Vision 

International, and Socet is a digital photogrammetry software package from Heleva Inc. 

Both software can be used to perform what can be done in the conventional 

photogrammetry. 

The general advantage of SoftPlotter is that everything in it is well grouped into 

some modules so that it is easy to know how to do the processing according to the 

module tools and to manage the information in it. Since all the functions in Socet are 

grouped by different levels of menus in terms of the similarity or processing procedures, 

it is not so easy to learn how to use it. But Socet has more complicated and complete 

functions that can deal with more situations than SoftPlotter does. From the view of 

capability, Socet is more professional. 

1. Appearance & User Interface 

They have totally different appearance on the screen. SoftPlotter has a tool bar which 

shows all the function modules available on it. All the modules are arranged in the order 

of processing, so the user is easy to know what is the next step. So the operator can use it 

even without referring to manual or with a little help. 

In Socet there is no such module menu like in SoftPlotter. Basically it consist of 

three separate windows. The upper one has all the functions in the menu, the middle one 

is for displaying images, the lower one controls the image displaying in the middle 

window. For stereo displaying, there is another window on the second monitor for 

displaying images. since all the function in the upper window are not grouped into the 

function modules like in SoftPlotter, it is not easy for users to learn how to use them. 

The general impression is that the Socet is much more complicated than SotfPlotter, 

whether the functions or the operations. Since SoftPlotter has its all functions in 

modules, and put them on the tool bar in the order of processing, it is more efficient than 
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the Socet has. It is not difficult to add more complicated functions to SoftPlotter to 

improve its processing precision or functionality for each module if needed. 

Table 1 lists some comparison between them for the function of the main menu. 

Table 1 Main Menu Comparison 

SoftPiotter Socet 

Function in Modules ? Yes No 

Users friendly ? Yes Not much 

Image Window always No, different image window Yes, always the same image 

available? for different function window 

Save current status when No, it uses default project Yes, it will come back to 

exit? the same status next time 

Main menu complicated ? No, there is only one tool Yes, Three separate window 

bar menus can be messed up 

2. Create New Project 

Both software have the creation new project as the first step in a new project. In 

SoftPiotter the information like project name, projection or datum, average height, 

output image format and ground spacing of DTM are needed. Once a new project is 

created, a subdirectory under the project name is created and a certain number of 

subdirectory under that project subdirectory are made for storing the input and output of 

corresponding module. Unlike SoftPlotter, in Socet the path for images and project file 

is needed for the new project. all the input and output will be put in these two 

subdirectories. If not using the default path, the subdirectory for the new project needs to 

be created before setting the path in the definition of the new project. Coordinate system 

and estimate of the minimum and maximum ground elevations are needed. Table 2 shows 

the comparison on creating new project. 

Table 2 Creating New Project 

SoftPlotter Socet 

Subdirectory for each Yes. This makes it easy to No, only two subdirectories 
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module? access to the results for image and project 

Easy to create new project? Yes Fine 

Need ground height Yes, need average ground Yes, need min. and max. of 

estimate? height ground height 

Need ground spacing for Yes No 

DTM in project definition? 

3. Project Information Management 

In SoftPlotter all the information are kept in the subdirectory for that module. For 

example the information about the photographs and ground points in the project are kept 

in the files in the subdirectory named block. In this way it is easy to have the information 

you need, and monitor the status. But in Socet, the information are kept in the files in the 

same subdirectory. So it is not easy to find the information if you are not very familiar 

with the software. On the other hand, since the SoftPlotter has different modules and the 

information are displayed when any of the modules are opened, so it has not obstruction 

for user to get this kind of information about the current status of the module. 

4. Importing Images 

Both software can import different types of images. Since different types of imagery 

format can be converted to each other, it is not a problem for them to used different 

format of images. But the way that they use to import images is slightly different. It is 

interesting that Socet can not read TIFF images with more than one strip correctly. In 

SoftPlotter the images have to be imported after selection of camera. There is a camera 

database which must contain at least one camera before the image frames can be read. 

The exterior orientation parameter can be imported from some different results like 

Albany. In the importing process, all the information about the imported frames are 

displayed on the information table. 

In Socet the camera calibration data are stored in different camera data files. Before 

the image is imported, the camera data file has to been chosen. The exterior orientation · 
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can be imported as one option. The imported images are arranged as separate files. It is 

not easy to get the information about the imported images. There is a function can be 

used to group stereo model from the imported images. 

Table 3 shows some of the comparison. 

Table 3 Comparison on Image Importing 

SoftPiotter Socet 

Import exterior orientation Yes, anytime in the Yes, only when importing 

from other triangulation ? processing the images 

Can use multiple camera ? Yes, can use anyone in the Yes, choose the camera data 

camera database file when importing 

Can modify camera Yes, anytime in the camera Yes, modifications can be 

calibration data ? database done on the camera file 

Display all the frame Yes, all the information are No 

information ? displayed in a window 

Easy to import ? Yes Fine 

5. Camera Calibration Data 

In SoftPJotter all the camera calibration data are stored in a central camera database 

that can be used by every project. In the Block tool of each project, there is another local 

camera database which is only valid for this project. The calibration data in the database 

can be modified at any time. 

In Socet there is a function that can be used to modify the calibration data. Since the 

camera calibration data for each camera are stored in a separate file, it is not easy to know 

the number of camera and the types of camera used in the current project. It is not 

difficult to modify the content of the camera calibration data using the corresponding 

function. It has a very good graphical interface for user to locate the fiducial point and 

input the photo coordinates. 
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Since SoftPlotter uses database to handle the camera calibration data, it is easy for 

users to manage the data in SoftPlotter. 

6. Interior Orientation 

Both software have very good graphical user interface to do the interior orientation. In 

SoftPlotter, the basic image processing tools like magnification are in the same window 

as other information. But in Socet there is a separate tool window for these basic image 

processing. The latter is better but more complicated. 

In Socet the fiducial points can be enabled or disabled by checking on yes or 

unchecking it. This is very convenient. 

7. Ground Measurement 

The process used in Socet for measuring ground points is very complicated. There is 

a function that can be used to input all the ground points as control points, tie points and 

check points. The points can also be added or deleted in the measurement window. Since 

only two images can be displayed at a time, and it has one cursor for each image, one 

cursor has to be locked before the measurement can be taken. Although only two images 

can be displayed at a time, any number of images can be loaded if the point to be 

measured appears on them. Automatic point measurement can be used. 

It is a different story for doing ground measurement in SoftPlotter. Relatively it is 

easy to measure the points. Since the ground point information are stored in a table which 

can be accessed almost every where, its content can be modified very easily. The ground 

point information can also be imported from a text file. When measuring the point, up to 

6 images can be displayed at them same time. Automatic measurement is also available 

for both pug and control points. Once the points is measured, the point number is marked 

on the photograph. Another big advantage for SoftPlotter here is that the frame 

information can be accessed from the ground point measurement window and the 

triangulation can be performed right after the ground point measurement is done. This 

makes it really fast between the measurement and test of the triangulation. It almost takes 
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no time to see the triangulation results after finishing the ground point measurement. 

Table 4 has some comparisons. Since all the information about the ground points ·are 

tabulated, it is easy to check and modify the numbers for each point. In SoftPlotter up to 

6 images can displayed at the same time. Sometime this can cause memory problem such 

as memory overflow or segment violation. One reason for this is that probably some 

previously claimed memories are not released when they are done. Somehow it has some 

problem with color images. It is very slow when loading a color images even the image is 

not that big. 

Table 4 Comparison in Ground Point Measurement 

SoftPiotter Socet 

User friendly ? Yes OK 

Efficient? Yes, can perform No 

triangulation right away 

Mark measured points ? Yes No 

Automatic measurement ? Yes, for both pug and Yes 

control points 

Can import ground points ? Yes No 

Display more than two Yes No 

images? 

Any memory managing Yes, memory error for big Not test 

problem? image (e.g. 160MB) 

Easy to ;ictivate or Yes OK 

deactivate points ? 

Complicated ? No Yes 

8. Triangulation 

It has no problem to perform triangulation in SoftPlotter. The triangulation can be 

performed either in ground point measurement or from the menu in Block tool. The result 

of triangulation can be viewed right after the triangulation is done, no matter the results 
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are good or not. All the information about the triangulation are stored in a text file which 

can be easily accessed. 

The same good data used in SoftPlotter are tried in Socet, and the triangulation is not 

available. 

9. Summary 

All the operations in SoftPlotter are easy to handle. It is very user friendly. But the 

same operation in Socet may be very complicated. But as a softcopy photograrnmetry 

software package, Socet has more functions than SoftPlotter has. Probably Socet can 

produce better results or the kind of result that users need. But for general purpose, 

SoftPlotter is good enough. 

There are some other things like DEM editing, 3D digitizing and printing that can 

compared. Since there is not enough experience on Socet, the comparison is not available 

right now. 
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1 An overview of TNTMips5.6 and Softplotterl.6 

1.1 TNTMips 

A powerful and spatial analysis package developed by Microimages Inc, A Nebraska based 
firm. It has the capability of dealing with both raster and vector based data and its very 
user friendly when compared with some of the other commercial GIS software in the market. 
It also has the ability to generate Orthophoto and DEM models for Spot imagery and aerial 
photographs with the stereoscopic modeling tool. 

The user interface for this tool has been modified and improved over the years and has been 
getting better and better with every upgrade. The process for orthoimage generation using 
this package is essentially divided into the following major steps listed as follows : 

• The aerial photographs for the area under study are scanned and stored in an Image 
format and is imported into TNTMips as a raster to enable the usage of the data by 
the software. 

• The raster obtained from the left aerial photograph is assigned horizontal and vertical 
control by identifying control points in the photograph whose positional and eleva
tion information are known. This is important before moving onto the stereoscopic 
modeling process. Absence of this information will not get us any further. This soft
ware does not require the user to assign control to the raster obtained from the right 
photograph. 

• The position of the principal point for the raster pair is computed using the raster 
examination tool. This data alongwith the camera data is required for the interior 
orientation module, the first step in the stereoscopic modeling tool. 

• The prospective projection process follows the interior orientation step. This step 
generates an epipolar stereo-pair by resampling the raster images which are assigned 
tiepoints in this process. Tiepoints are points in the model area or the area common to 
both the photographs. Points which are found to be similar in both the photographs 
are chosen to be tiepoints. 

• The epipolar raster pair generated is now ready to be .used for DEM generation which 
is the next and penultimate step in the stereoscopic modeling process. The DEM 
process uses the tiepoints created earlier to autogenerate many more tiepoints covering 
the entire model area in order to get a dense DEM representing the model area on 
the whole without any holes. This process uses the TIN densification algorithm to 
generate the DEM. The parameters involved in the autogenerate process can always 
be changed to meet the needs of the user. This process can be repeated till the output 
DEM generated is satisfactory. The raster examination tool can be used to check the 
elevations at various points in the DEM. 



• The orthophoto generation process culminates the steps involved in the stereo mod
eling tool and uses the resampled epipolar image obtained from either the left or the 
right photograph and the DEM generated from the raster pair to generate an orthoim
age. The parameters involved can be tested to verify the values before initiating the 
process. 

1.2 Softplotter 1.6 

Soft plotter 1.6 developed by Vision International is a fully functional Soft Photogrammetric 
software used to generate stereo-pairs, DEMs and Orthoimages. In addition, this software 
can also be used to develop aerial mosaics / strip. The software needs to be installed / con
figured on powerful Unix based workstations with high end graphics display and resolution 
like the SGI's and Suns. 

Some accessories like the special 3-D mouse, Crystal LCD indicator to enable stereo-viewing, 
stereo glasses and an additional monitor come alongwith the software to fully harness its 
potential. Some level of skill is required to use this software in order to generate Orthoimages 
and other products. Some knowledge of operating system with reference to file management 
and such related tasks will also be needed. This software like TNTmips follows a set 
of procedures before generating the DEM and the Orthophoto. The steps are shown as 
follows: 

• The first step is the creation of a new project directory which will store all the required 
files to be used by the software during the ortho generation processes. If a project has 
already been started, the user can begin with an already existing project directory. 

• Next step is the block editor which is like the building block for this software. The 
user cannot proceed further before satisfying conditions in this process. 

1) Select the camera from the camera editor used to take the photographs. This in
formation is important to compute the parameters for the interior orientation. The 
camera data needs to be added for use in this project if its not available in the database. 
2) The next step would be the entry of the coordinates of the eight fiducial marks for 
the photograph. Then the photographs are taken to the frame editor. This module 
has the capability to deal with upto three stereo-pairs at a time. The photographs 
which are stored in an image format for scanning will now be imported into the frame 
editor for further use. Unlike TNTmips, the photographs need not be converted into 
rasters. 
3) Now the control points and the tiepoints are added to the frame editor. The con
trols are assigned horizontal or vertical control based on the accuracy of their known 
coordinates. Atleast three control points are needed to perform the triangulation pro
cess. 
4) As the triangulation process runs error free, the stereoimage can be generated by 
accepting the triangulation results. If there is an error during the triangulation, the 
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report generated for the process can be used to correct or delete any bad points which 
might be inducing the error. 

• The stereoimage obtained from the triangulation can be used to make the measure
ments in the model area which gives a fair idea about the terrain in general with the 
elevation at any desired location in the model area. This is very useful to check for 
anomalies in elevation. This feature gives softplotter an edge over TNTmips. 

• The next step in the process would be the DEM tool which will use the stereoimage 
as its input from the frame and will generate the DEM for the model area. The DEM 
created is in a raster format. The surface tool can be used to edit the DEM or convert 
the DEM to the TIN which can be edited using the KDMS tool. 

• The ottho tool used to generate the Orthoimage. It expects one of the photographs 
and the DEM of the model area as the input. The final orthoimage is stored in the 
project file in the TIFF format and it is ready to be used by a GIS alongwith its 
transformation information file which has a (.TFW) suffix. 

There are other tools available like the mosaic tool aiding the formation of a strip from 
adjacent model areas and the imagine tool which can analyze and give Softplotter raster 
based GIS processing capabilities. · 

2 Results from GRID 

The DEM from TNTmips and Softplotter were generated with a cell size of 0.45m for 
comparison purposes. A difference DEM was created to study the difference between the two 
DEMs. The mean difference between the two DEMs was about 0.3m. Interestingly enough, 
while the DEM generated by TNTmips was smooth with gradual elevation difference, the 
softplotter generated DEM was very speckled with significant elevation differences in a very 
smaU area. Figure 1 shows the DEM generated by TNTmips and the contours. 

The softplotter DEM was reexamined and it was observed that it had way too many points 
in a small area and due to limitation in the number of points taken by the tin, could go no 
further. However, when the cell size of the resulting DEM was changed to 5.0m from 0.45m, 
softplotter generated a DEM which was very smooth and comparable with the TNTmips 
DEM. 

The control point information was overlayed over both the orthoimages and the errors in the 
placement of the points was computed using the length command and the arcview distance 
command. The results obtained from the overlay where as follows:-
•Mips Orthoimage:- The error in the placement of control points with ids 12, 45, 69 and 71 
were found out to be 1.95m, 2.34m, 1.86m, 1.36m respectively. Some other measurements 
were taken from some linear features in the model area like the railway track at various 
places and the gravel road. The width of the railway guage as measured on the mips ortho 
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Figure 1: TNTmips DEM and Contours in GRID 

was found to be 1.52m where as the standard guage width is 4 feet 8.5 inches or 1.435m. 
The road was found to be 7.44m wide which is about 24.49 feet. The planimetric map of 
Larson created by the mips based products is shown in Figure 2. 

•Softplotter Orthoimage:- The error in the placement of the control points with ids 
12, 45, 69 and 71 were found out to be 1.5m, 1.70m, 2.4lm, 1.43m respectively. The 
measurement taken on the railway track resulted in the width of the guage being reported 
as l.47m when compared with the standard guage of 4 feet 8.5 inches. The width of the 
gravel road was measured as 7.42m or 24.31 feet. 
Figure 3 displays the planimetric map generated with the softplotter products. 

Control point information is so important to check the accuracy of orthophotos and DEMs 
and this project provides us with information about four points encompassing the model 
area. There were about 71 points whose coordinate information was available through GPS 
for the model area and we were able to use only four. The implications of these results on the 
orthoimage and the DEM quality will be given comprehensive treatment in the concluding 
chapter. Suggestions and scope for future work will also be discussed. 
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3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

It has been observed that TNTmips and softplotter have different methodologies for the 
creation of orthoimages and elevation models from aerial photographs. The differences 
in the approach of both the software are discussed below. This will be followed by an 
assessment of the quality of orthoimages and DEM for Larson generated by these software 
and will culminate with conclusions and recommendations for further work. 

3.1 Differences between TNTmips and Softplotter 

The differences between these software is best explained by elaborating on the following 
issues:-

• .Pre triangulation procedures:- Both software expect different parameters as input 
for the interior orientation process. While TNTmips expects the camera focal length, 
scanner resolution and position of the principal point as inputs, softplotter needs the 
camera data which includes the coordinates of the fiducial marks. The presence of a 
camera database in softplotter helps in using the data for multiple projects without 
having to re-enter things again. 
Softplotter is better equipped to deal with the interior orientation process as it com
putes the position of the principal point based on the coordinates of all the available 
fiducials where as TNT has to calculate the position of the principal point based on 
the coordinates of the center fiducials which are not available most of the time due 
scanner limitations. 

Interior orientation is followed by relative orientation where the control point infor
mation and the tie point information are assigned to the photographs in order to get 
them ready for triangulation. For softplotter, the frame editor is used to add con
trol points and tiepoints to both left and right images. The control points can be 
added simultaneously to both the photographs and the auto correlation tool is used 
for adding tiepoints. TNT uses two tools for relative orientation process, one being 
the georeference option to add control information and the other being the relative 
orientation. The right photograph need not be assigned control point information in 
this case. 
The main limitation of mips here is the inability of its auto correlation tool to work 
on 24 bit color images. The photographs have to be essentially 8 bit gray scale rasters 
to be used. While softplotter has no limits set on the number of tiepoints to be added, 
TNT requires a minimum of 10-15 tiepoints to get reasonable results. While a user 
can only work on one stereopair at a time in TNTmips, the frame editor of softplotter 
enables the user to work on three stereopa\rs simultaneously which gives it the edge 
for performing triangulation of strips encompassing large areas. 
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• Triangulation and Stereomodel:-Softplotter also provides a detailed triangulation 
process report which can be readily used to rectify or remove a bad tie point or a 
control point. This results in the production of a better stereo model which can be 
used for making some measurements and to generate a DEM. TNT does not provide a 
comprehensive orientation report and the only way to determine bad points is by using 
the color coded correlation coefficient as a touchstone. The presence of larger gray 
areas might result in an improper correlation. Softplotter has a very good stereotool 
which can be used to take some elevation measurements from the stereomodel and 
can also be used as an editing tool later to remove bad points in the DEM. TNT does 
have a stereotool which is more in the evolving stages. 

• DEM Generation and Orthorectification:-Softplotter can generate the DEM 
from either the DEM tool or the surface tool. The automatic collection algorithm is 
excellent as it collects points in the model area based on the ground distance specified. 
In contrast, the DEM extraction tool of TNTmips works on a combination of manual 
and automatic tie point collection system. Different techniques have to be adopted to 
force the process to add some points in some gray areas and regions with insufficient 
control. 
The orthorectification process in both the software work on similar lines with the 
softplotter ortho tool provides additional options of producing orthophotos from TINs. 

• Performance and other general features:- Softplotter is made available only as 
a stand alone Unix system where as TNTmips is available in Unix and Windows as 
well.The softplotter hardware which comprises of high end graphics display, CPU and 
the special stereo glasses and mouse for stereoviewing and editing costs a lot more 
than the TNTmips software and its hardware which run into a few thousand dollars. 
The system performance of both software is almost comparable. The only limitation 
with mips being that it might take more time to process real huge and complex 
datasets. With the automation in TNTmips not being total, the amount of time 
taken by it to produce results is greater than that taken by softplotter. 

• Data Structure and Flexibility:- Softplotter uses a project directory and stores 
all the components in various sub-directories. TNTmips stores everything related to 
a project in a project (.rvc) file. 
TNT with its GIS capabilities offers greater data flexibility than soft plotter. The data 
in TNTmips can be converted to a lot of industry standard formats and vice-versa. 
In contrast the softplotter data can can be converted and used by very few other 
software. 

Both software dont have a cell based or raster based modeling system at their disposal and 
have to depend on a third party GIS software like ARC/INFO for such needs. However the 
software do have some image processing capabilities with soft plotter depending on ERDAS 
Imagine for this functionality whereas these features are inbuilt for mips. 
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4 Orthophoto and DEM Quality 

The results obtained from the analysis using GRID is significant as it provides an insight 
into the issues of product betterment and quality control for the orthoimages and DEMs. 
Quality of an orthoima.ge falls into two categories, one being spatial accuracy and the other 
being image quality. Spatial accuracy is concerned with the location of the pixel elements 
in reference to their true location. Image quality is associated with the defects and tonal 
differences and the radiometric corrections which might be necessary. 
Orthophoto basemaps have excellent horizontal accuracy when compared with the conven
tional line and symbol maps. The National map accuracy standards specifies the following 
conditions for horizontal accuracy: For maps on publication scales larger than 1 : 20, 000, 
not more than lOmeasured on publication scale. For maps on publication scales of 1 : 20, 000 
or smaller, it is 1/50 inch. These limits apply to well defined points only. 

With orthophoto pixel size being less than half a meter, the quality of the image suggests 
a higher accuracy than what the image can support. The factors which affect spatial 
accuracy are many and the DEM is among the prominent ones. DEMs are often collected 
in a systematic grid where points collected in this fashion are called the mass points. While 
this results in meeting some requisite c accuracy standards,collecting additional points and 
lines might result in a better DEM which is of much more utility to the GIS user. The 
DEM should thus always be a collection of masspoints, breaklines and significant points. 

5 Results from GRID 

As seen in the previous chapter, the four known control points were used to test the accuracy 
of the two orthoimages generated by TNTmips and Softplotter respectively. The average 
error in measurement for the control points was found to be l.76m for Softplotter and about 
1.88m for TNTmips. 
The map scale for both these orthoimages which were derived from aerial photographs taken 
from a height of about 3500 feet is l(inch): 596(feet). Based on the national map accuracy 
standards, atleast lOof the measured points should report an error of less than 0.02 inches. 
The points which reported the maximum placement error for both the images were tested 
and they were found to have an error of less than l/50th of an inch. 

This implies that all the points measured meet the national map accuracy standards without 
any problem. Some measurements were couducted on some prominent linear features in the 
images like the width of the rail guage and both the images came within 11-15cm of the 
actual measurement. This is equal to half the cell size of these raster images which shows 
the limitation of the grid. 
A close look at some of these results suggest that the orthoimages produced by Softplotter 
and TNTmips are of very good quality with respect to spatial accuracy. The image quality 
is very high as the images were scanned at 600 dots per inch. The only quality reducing 
factors here are the deep shadows caused by low sun angles. 
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6 Drawbacks and ways to overcome them 

Although the accuracy of the final orthoimages and DEM generated by both the software 
are very satisfactory, the main drawback for this project was the insufficient control point 
information. The model area had the coordinates of 71 points from GPS and unfortunately 
only four of them could be used as the positions of the remaining points on the photograph 
could not be determined even fairly. 
This shows how invaluable good targets can be to any mapping project. Having good targets 
as control points gives more options and makes the user better equipped to exactly verify 
the quality of the final orthoimage and DEM as was the case with the treynor project. The 
treynor watershed project had well defined 5 feet targets on the ground for which GPS data 
was collected. The images were rectified and the DEMs were built using TNTmips resulting 
in very good orthoimage and DEM. 
For future mapping purposes concerning this project area, the research suggests setting up 
some good ground targets by surveying in order to obtain better control information for the 
model area. 

7 TNTmips or Softplotter 

One of the prime objectives of this research was to evaluate the performance of TNTmips 
as a photogrammetric software and to determine the quality of the products it produced 
namely the DEM and the orthophoto. 

This research suggests that TNTmips which is really inexpensive when compared with the 
softcopy photogrammetry software like softplotter, does a fine job with stereoscopic model
ing. This result however should not evince conclusions like why do we need a state of the 
art, expensive softcopy photogrammetry software like Softplotter when we have something 
simple and inexpensive like TNTmips. 
This is because we have had very less to compare as far as the data dealt with is concerned. 
Photogrammetry projects are much more complex covering bigger areas than the one in 
this project. These projects involve intense computations where the model area or strip 
comprises of more than 10 photographs or five stereopairs where all the models will be 
mosaicked after triangulation and rectification. 
The key to Softplotter lies in its ability to perform simultaneous bundle block adjustment 
for triangulation where the user cau work on three different stereopairs or up to six frames 
at a time. A superior stereoviewing tool gives a good perspective of the model area and 
enables the user to take measurements. Good point collection algorithm collects points for 
the DEM from areas with least control. 
The gist is that Softplotter is a fully commercial productional photogrammetry package 
while TNTmips within its restrictions is good for smaller projects such as this research. 
This research concludes by suggesting that TNTmips can be used effectively to deal with 
projects of smaller magnitude. 
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July 1, 1997 

Dr. K. Jeyapalan 
College ofEngineering 

OFFICE OF THE 
MILLS COUNTY ENGINEER 

418 Sharp Street 
Glenwood, Iowa 51534 

Telephone (712) 527-4873 
FAX (712) 527-5124 

Department of Civil and Constructing Engineering 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50011-3232 

Dear: Dr. Jeyapalan: 

I looked over the information you sent me regarding conversion of highway video logs into 3D 
coordinates via soft photogrammetry This appears to be a technology application that could be 
of significant benefit to the road and highway administration business. I encourage you to pursue 
it and perfect it -- perhaps demonstrating how to develop a representative plan and profile from a 
mile of roadway. Please keep me updated as to your future progress. Thanks. 

Yours very trul.~, i / 5J .[t'L VvJ.c-., .. 
Stephen W. De ries, P. E. 

dct971jul0 ldct.sam 

Stephen W. DeVries. P .E. 

County Engineer 

Nancy Clayton 

Office Manager 

Evan Wickham 

Engineering Assistant 
fJ , .. ;: 

James L. Petty, L.S. 

Engineering Assistant 



Dr. Kandiah Jeyapalan 
Professor of Photogrammetry 
Room 428 Town Engineering 

· Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50011 

Dear Dr. Jeyapalan, 

Apr. 17, 1997 

Jeffrey W Danielsen 
Iowa Dept. of Trans. 
800 Uncolnway 
Ames, Iowa 50010 

In response to your request for comments on our work with Softplotter, I am enclosing a 
short report . I would like to thank you and Yao for allowing me to participate in this 
research. I appreciate the time and energy spent, and extend my apologies for not getting 
this to you sooner. If you have no objections I will use some of the time spent as 
professional development hours for my continuing education requirement for my land 
surveyors license. Please feel free to call me at 239-1979 or visit with me if you have any 
questions or comments. 
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Sincerely, 

~1-<J.b~ 
Jeffrey W. Danielsen 
Design Technician 
Photogrammetry 
Iowa Dept. of Trans. 



I was involved with the study of the Vision International Softplotter at the Town Engineering 
building at Iowa State University on March 11 & 10, 1997. I participated with the three
dimensional mapping. 

I am employed as a stereoplotter operator on a Kern PG-2 analog stereoplotter. This report is 
based only on my opinion and the comparison of the softplotter to the analog plotter. 

The stereo image, which was available with the softplotter, was not visually clear, therefor it was 
hard to distinguish ground elevations and features, such as shaded areas around trees and dark 
areas like plowed fields. With the analog plotter using diapositives the image is sharper and 
visually clearer. This might be resolved with scans with a higher quality scanner at a higher 
resolution, or by scanning a photo opposed to a diapositive which was used in this case. 

I was not involved with the set up of the models but see a significant time savings compared to 
the set uptime of an analog plotter. 

The hard drive space that is required with softplotter is significantly larger, to store the scanned 
images. 

There was only one monitor operating at the time so the actual work area on the screen was 
small, due to all the menus and views on one screen. I feel that a double monitor is a must for a 
larger viewing/working area with the softplotter . 

The 'crystal eyes' glasses were very uncomfortable on my nose, I wear prescription glasses and 
that might contribute to that discomfort. Viewing things other than the stereo model with the 
glasses would take some getting used to. The upright seated position with the softplotter 
compared to forward leaning position with the analog is much more comfortable. With the 
softplotter there is less neck motion with everything directly in front of you, which I found to be · 
less stressful on my neck, compared to having to look up and down from the analog plotter to the 
computer monitor and back numerous tiines during the process. Using the 3D cursor/digitizer 
with the softplotter was comfortable and similar to the 3D cursor on the analog plotter with the 
exception of the control buttons being located on the softplotter cursor and with the analog 
plotter the computer mouse is separate. 

A comparison was made of the topography file I created at LS. U. and the file previously created 
as part of the Iowa D.O.T. project and the features lined up very well. 

The time I spent working with the softplotter was brief and some of my opinions may be 
different with prolonged use of the plotter as with anything. I do want to thank you for letting 
me participate in this study and giving me the chance to have the hands on experience. 
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Jean Borton 
Design Tech IV 
Photogrammetry 
Iowa Department of Transportation 



COMrv!ENTS ON VISION INTERNATIONAL SOFTPLOTTER 
PHOTOGRAMMETRICSYSTEM 

In early March of 1997, I was invited by Dr. Jeyapalan, professor ofphotogrammetry at 
Iowa State University, to observe and participate in a demonstration of a softcopy 
photogrammetric system at the Town engineering building on the I.S.U. campus. The system, 
Vision International Softplotter, runs in a windows based platfonn on a dual screen Silicon 
Graphics unix workstation. From a analytical stereoplotter operator's view, I have made 
some observations regarding aerial triangulation, digital elevation models, ortho-photo 
production, digital mapping, and various aspects of this softcopy photogrammetric system. 

Running in a windows environment, the software modules or tools seem to be arranged in a 
logical manner. They include: 1. Production Management tool for file creation, import and 
export of digital images, and manipulation of data. 2. Block tool for aerial triangulation. 
3. Stereo tool for viewing digital images. 4. DEM tool for digital elevation models. 
5. Surface tool for extracting the TIN model. 6. Ortho tool for rectifying the images. 
7. Mosaic tool. 8. Mensuration tool. 9. Kork digital mapping tool. 10. DGN tool. 
11. Geo Catalogue tool. 

When performing interior orientation of the digital images, I was concerned about the high 
residual values from Softplotter. Typically my readings with Softplotter were averaging 20 
to 30 microns, with some fiducials reading as much as 80 to 90 microns. On the Zeiss 
analytical plotter we can generally obtain 2 to 10 micron accuracy with 20 microns as the 
high tolerance level. The quality of the scanned images as well as inexperience of the 
operator, myself, most likely play a big role in the higher residuals. The operation of 
measuring the fiducials and storage of camera data was fairly straightforward. Being able to 
adjust the brightness and contrast of the digital images is a definite advantage over traditional 
diapositives, provided the images are scanned at a high enough resolution. Unless the image 
files are compressed or zipped, the file size of those images scanned at higher resolution 
become very large, creating an increased time and space factor for handling large strips of 
models. 

The measuring of points for the exterior orientation ofthe images is done on the left image 
in 'mono' and then 'matched' to the right image. Some difficulties were encountered in 
'matching' pre-marked pass points, due partially to areas of plowing or cultivation with no 
distinctive shapes or features to identify a 'close area' for matching on the right image. 
Results would surely differ if clusters of non-marked points scattered over more area were 
used to bridge the images. 

Autometrics triangulation program seems to provide a very rapid and rigorous solution. 
Being accustomed to using dos based Albany outside of windows, I felt that so ftp lotter' s 
triangulation package was much more 'user friendly'. My limited experience with measuring 
points and the softplotter system in general left my triangulation results somewhat shaky. I 
am confident that with more time spent they would have improved vastly. 
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Yao, an experienced softplotter operator has proven that results obtained from the system fit 
very closely to our Albany triangulation results. 

Stereoviewing of the digital images is done with 'crystal eyes'. I had no problems in 
viewing the models in stereo, however, viewing other data and computer operations with the 
glasses on would take some getting used to. 

On a previous visit I had the opportunity to view DEM compilation and results. 
Confidence levels of points and features is a plus in softplotter. One disadvantage to auto
correlation in the DEM is man made features, trees, buildings, etc. are not distinguished by 
the system and must be edited. A great advantage of auto-correlation is time saved by 
softplotter verses time spent in semi-manual compilation of DEM on the analytical 
stereoplotter. 

The digital ortho-photo and mosaicking capabilities of softplotter would provide great 
benefit to us at the Dept. of Transportation for public displays, corridor location, design, and 
other uses. 

Three dimensional mapping on softplotter is done with the Kork digital mapping system. 
Using the 3D cursor/digitizer was comfortable for moving around and gathering planimetric 
detail. I personally did not feel as confident gathering topographic information due to my 
inability to see clearly certain features to be plotted. Here again, in my opinion, the quality 
of the film and the resolution of the scanning, combined with the scale of the photography 
can make a big difference. 

Having spent a relatively short time with Vision Intemational's Softplotter I got the overall 
impression that it works fairly smoothly at doing what it is designed to do. It is my 
understanding that most softcopy photogrammetry users are going to NT based systems over 
Unix. I would assume that like the other softcopy software producers Vision International 
would head in that same direction. There is no doubt in my mind that eventually softcopy 
photogrammetry is going to replace analogue and analytical steroplotters in the future. I 
wish to thank Dr. Jeyapalan, Yao, and the I.D.O.T. for allowing me to participate in this new 
technology. 
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Jeffrey Danielsen 
Design technician photogrammetry 
Iowa Dept. of Transportation 


